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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

In this preliminary report, we demonstrate the metalanguage, developed 

by A. van Wijngaarden in [5,6], by means of a formal description of 

the syntax and semantics of ALGOL 60. 

In Chapter 1 1 section 2 9 we describe informally the structure of the 

metalanguage; we intend to complete this definition later on in terms 

of an ALGOL program. In section 3 we list some simple examples. 

In Chapter 3 we give the formal definition of ALGOL 60, preceded in 

Chapter 2 by an explanation of the techniques used. 

In Chapter 4 we define a small selection of the proposals for ALGOL X. 

The author is indebted to B,J. Mailloux for many stimulating discus

sions and for the correction of the English text of this report. 

2. The metalanguage 

The following, admittedly not unambiguous, description is based on the 

papers [5 ,6]. 

We consider an abstract machine, called the processor P, which reads 

a text, i.e. any finite sequence of symbols, and produces during the 

reading another text, called the value of the text so far read. This 

value is - with a metacomma 9 denoted by .£2.• as separator - added to a 

list V of so called truths; this list is constantly at the disposal 

of the processor: during the evaluation of a sequence of symbols, P 

scans the list V, examining the truths one by one in order, beginning 

with the last truth in the list (i.e. the one most recently added to 

Vas the result of the previous evaluation), and sees whether it can 

apply any one of these truths. 

There are several ways in which a truth can be applicable to the eva

luation of a sequence of symbols. 

In order to explain this 9 we need the notion of an "envelope". A 

sequence of symbols -r is an envelope of a sequence of symbols a in 



each of the following three cases: 

1 • a and t are identical. 

2 

2. t is a metalinguistic variable which has the sequence a as one of 

its possible values, e.g. 

0 

a and t 

3+4 and T 

< letter> 9 

<arithmetic expression>, 

o <identifier><letter> and T : <identifier> • 

Here we assume that the processor is able to establish the truth of 

the relations a 2l!. <letter> , (this is the equivalence of the de

finition in BNF: <letter> :: = a), 3+4 ~ <arithmetic expression> 9 

and <identifier> <letter> ~ <identifier> , by consulting the list 

V ( see page 8 ) • 

3. Suppose T is a sequence of n> 1 symbols and/or metalinguistic varia

bles and suppose o is also such a sequence of m> n elements. Then we 

try successively all possible partitions of the elements of o inn 

subsequences (in a suitably chosen 0 once and for all fixed, order 9 

see below) and for each of these subsequences see whether 1 or 2 holds. 

Whenever for one of these subsequences we fail, we try the next part

ition. If there is no longer a next partition T is not an envelope of 

a. 

Example: 

a : ab + bae 

T : <identifier>+ <identifier> • 

3.1. We evaluate a in <identifier> • Suppose this has the value~• 

Then 

3.2. We verify whether band+ are identical. They are not, so 

3.3. We evaluate ab in < identifier> 

Suppose this has the value~• 

3.4. We establish the identity of+ and+. 

3.5. We evaluate ba in <identifier> (because < identifier> is the -
only metavariable left we have to take together all the remaining 

symbols). 

The order of partitioning we have chosen is the following: 

We partition them elements of a into n subsequences of lengths 
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m1,m2 , ••• mn (mi> 0 5 i=1 92, ••• n) 9 such that m1+m2+ ••• +mn = m. The 

sequence m15m2 , ••• mn can be considered as a number Nin the base m. 

Then we perform the partitions defined by increasing N. 

We now refine this definition of envelope by extending the notion of 

metalinguistic variable. A metavariable is denoted by concatenation 

of the symbol <, a sequence of letters, possibly a sequence of digits, 

and the symbol >•e.g. <letter1>, <arithmetic expression11> 9 <iden

tifier> • Here 9 the function of the digits is that whenever we substi

tute for a metavariable one of its possible values, we have to perform 

the same substitutions in all other occurrences of the same metavaria

ble (here we mean by the same: denoted by the same sequence of letters 

and digits) in the truth concerned, e.g. if we want to know whether 

<letter1> <letter1> is an envelope of aa 9 we do the following: 

1. We evaluate a ill_ < letter> • 

2. We substitute a for the second occurrence of <letter1>. 

3. We verify whethera equals a. 

Hence, e.g. <digit1> + 0 = <digit1> is not an envelope of 3+0 = 4. 

Next we list the four possible cases in which a truth is applicable 

to the evaluation of a sequence of symbols o. 

1. The truth is an envelope of o • In this case, the value of o is 

defined to be ~• E.g. the truth has the form < unsigned integer> ~ 0 9 

o has the form 3 > o. 
2. The truth consists of an envelope of o , followed by the metasym

bol i:1,.e followed by some other symbols and/or metavariables. Then the 

effect of applying this truth to o is that, instead of evaluating o 9 

we evaluate the right hand side (i.e. the elements after the i:1,. sign), 

after having made the same substitutions in the right hand side which 

we made in the left hand side when we established that this left hand 

side was an envelope of o. E.g. suppose that o has the form -3+5, and 

that the relevant truth has the form 

- <unsigned integer1> -+' <unsigned integer2> is <unsigned integer2> 

- <unsigned integer1> 9 

then•the effect of applying this truth is that we evaluate 5-3 instead 
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(and start all over again; i.e., we try to apply the last truth in V, 

if this is not applicable the last but one, etc.). 

3. The truth consists of an envelope, which we denote for the moment 

by £ 9 of a • preceded by the meta.symbol -+ 9 preceded by some other 

sequence of metavariables and/or symbols, which sequence we denote by 

A. We first of all make the same substitutions which we made in£ 

(to establish that it was an envelope of a ) into the left hand side 

A• Then we distinguish the following two subcases: 

3.1. There remain no metalinguistic variables in Ao In this case we 

evaluate A by exactly the same process as we use for any other sequence 

of symbols; i.e. we again try to apply the last truth 9 the one but 

last, etc. Again there are two possibilities: 

3.1.1. We find that A has the value~• Then we define the value of 

a to be~ (i.e. now case 3 is reduced to case 1 9 e.g. we want to 

know the value of 5 ~3, and we find a truth of the form 

<unsigned integer1> < <unsigned integer2>-+ <unsigned integer2> > - -
<unsigned integer1> • 

Suppose we find that ~ is the value of 3.::. 5 9 then we know that the 

value of 5 ~ 3 is also ~). 

3.1.2. We find that A has some other value, i.e. any symbol or list of 

symbols 9 excluding the symbol~• Then we see whether perhaps there 

is another partitioning of a which makes £ into an envelope of cr • 

If this is the case, we again evaluate A after the required substi

tutions (which will in general be different from the substitutions we 

had to perform the previous time 9 so it makes sense to evaluate A 

anew), and see whether A now perhaps has the value~• If not, we 

continue, if possible, with the next partitioning etc. If there is no 

longer a possible partitioning of a which makes £ into an envelope of 

cr 9 then we have found that we cannot apply the truth concerned to the 

evaluation of cr • 

3.2. A contains one or more metavariables. Then again we evaluate A 

but now we use another method: we see whether A itself is an envelope 

of any truth in V (here again we first try the last truth, then the 

one but last etc.). If this is the case, we define the value of A and 

hezfce also of 0 5 as~• If not, we try another partitioning of cr 
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which makes£ an envelope, perform the new substitutions in A , 

evaluate A again by the given special method etc. 

4. The truth consists of an envelope, say£ 9 of o, followed by i:i, 
followed by some other metavariables and/or symbols 9 which we denote 

by P 9 while£ is preceded by + , which is in turn preceded by some 

symbols, say At i.e. the truth has the form: A+£~ p • 

We proceed analogously to case 3: First we perform the required sub

stitutions in A, 

4.1. If A contains no metavariables we evaluate it in the normal way. 

If it has the value~ then we also perform the substitutions -

which made£ into an envelope of a - in p and continue by evaluating, 

instead of o 9 the resulting right hand side. 

If A has any other value. we try the next partitioning of o which 

makes£ into an envelope of a etc. 

4.2. If A does contain metalinguistic variables, we evaluate it again 

by scanning V for a truth which is enveloped by A. If we find such a 

truth, say,, we perform both the substitutions which we had to make 

in order to establish that £ was an envelope of o and the substitut

ions which we had to make in order to establish that A was an envelope 

of,, in the right hand side p and continue by evaluating the thus 

modified right hand side. 

Example: 

The truth concerned is something like: 

{<digit2> +1 ~ <digit1>} + {<digit1> -1 is <digit 2>} 1 and o is 

6-1. Then we do the following: 

a. We establish that <digit1> -1 is an envelope of 6-1. 

b. We substitute 6 for <digit1> in A. 

Thus, we now have to evaluate <digit2> +1 ~ 6. 

We find that this still contains a metalinguistic variable, so we 

see whether it is an envelope of any truth in v. 
Suppose we find in V: 5+1 ~ 6. 

c. Then the value of A is~. and, moreover, we know that we have 

to substitute 5 for the occurrence of <digit2> in p. 

d. We continue by evaluating 5 • • 
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The metasymbol !!. may occur in a truth after the metasymbol .f!. or in 

the sequence of symbols preceding the -+ • 

Example: 

The truth has the following form: 

<digit1> <plus or minus 1><digit2> is 

,Y!.{<digit1><plusorminus 1> 1} <plusorminus 1> ,Y!.{<digit2> -1l. 

If we apply this truth to the evaluation of 6+2, we find that we in

stead have to evaluate: 

!!. { 6 + 1 } + va { 2 - 1 } ( 1 ) 

and so the recursive mechanism of the processor evaluates this newly 

created sequence of symbols. 

Now, in the process of establishing whether the last truth in Vis 

applicable to the evaluation of this sequence the processor first per

forms the evaluations of~ {6+1} and of~ {2-1} (~ operates upon 

the immediately following metaprimary; the notion of metaprimary is 

defined below);i.e. 6+1 and 2-1 are evaluated according to the truths 

given in v. Supposing the results of these evaluations are 7 and 1 9 

the processor now sees whether the last truth is applicable to 7+1 and 

so it continues with the evaluation of 7+1. 

One should notice that the result of an evaluation is not always added 

to V: e.g. this is not the case if we evaluate a sequence of symbols 

preceding the -+ sign or if we apply this definition of the metasymbol 

!!:. (for one more example see below). 

Next we describe the syntax of the metalanguage, using capital (under

lined) letters as "metametasymbols". 

<TERMINAL SYMBOL> IN < METAPRIMARY> co -
<METALINGUISTIC VARIABLE>.!! < METAPRIMARY > co 
co IN <META.PRIMARY> IS FALSE co ....... 

{ IN <METAPRIMARY> IS FALSE co - ........ -
} IN <META.PRIMARY> IS FALSE co ...... 
f IN <META.PRIMARY> IS FALSE co - -
* IN < METAPRIMARY> IS FALSE co --

< METAPRIMARY> IN <SIMPLE NAME> co 
' 

< SIMPLE NAME> < METAPRIMARY > IN <SIMPLE NAME> co ........ 
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<SIMPLE NAME> IN <NAME> co ........ 
<NAME> co <SIMPLE NAME> IN <NAME> co 

f<NAf.1E>t -IN <STRING> co 
{<NAME>} IN <METAPRH1ARY> co 
<STRING> IN <METAPRIMARY> co -

A TERMINAL SYMBOL is any recognizable character. 

For the definition of METALINGUISTIC VARIABLE we refer to page 

Examples: 

TERMINAL SYMBOL: 

a 

£El. 
eta 

SIMPLE NAME: 

a in <letter> 

<integerlist1> is f<integerlist1>} 

{formal <identifier> co formal <identifierlist>} 

NAME: 

a in <letter> 

0 in <digit>,£.<?. 1 in <digit> 

0+1 ~ CO {1+1 is 2 CO 2+1 ~ 3} 

The following rules are part of the built-in mechanism of the proces

sor: 

1. The value of a sequence of simple names, separated by metacommas 9 

is the sequence of the values of these simple names, separated by 

metacommas. 

2. The value of the sequence f<NAME1>t is <NAME1> (i.e. the 

value of a string is the stripped string). 

3. The value of a name, say <NAME1> , is <NAME1> , if no other in

formation is available. 

Example of rule 2: 

Suppose we want to evaluate +3 and we find in Va truth of the form: 

+ <unsigned integer1> ~ t<unsigned integer1>} 

We cau apply this truth 5 since+ <unsigned integer1> is an envelope 
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of +3. Hence 9 the value of +3 is the value off 3} ; now, according 

to rule 2 • f 3 } has the value 3 and the evaluation of +3 is finished. 

If a truth has the form: 

<SIMPLE NAME1 > ~ { <NAME1> .s.2,· <SIMPLE NAME 2>} 

then the result of application of this truth to the evaluation of a 

sequence of symbols which is enveloped by <SIMPLE NAME1> is: 

a. We perform the required substitutions in the right hand side. 

b. The value of <NAME1> is added to V (if <NAME1> is a sequence of 

simple names this means that the sequence of values of these simple 

names, separated by metacommas, is added to V, see above). 

c. We continue with the evaluation of <SIMPLE NAME2> • 

During the process of establishing whether a metalinguistic variable 

is an envelope of a sequence of symbols, the processor has to evaluate 

sequences of the following form: 

a JE. < letter> 9 3+4 1.n <arithmetic expression> 9 goto L 1.n 

<statement> etc. In the evaluation of these sequences, the processor 

uses the same method as for any other sequence, with one exception: 

if it establishes whether a truth is applicable to a sequence of this 

special, "syntactic" 1 form, first of all the last meta~rimary of the 

relevant part of the truth (e.g. if the truth contains the metasymbol 

~. then by relevant we mean the left hand side of the truth) is com

pared with the last metaprimary of the sequence concerned. Now, we 

distinguish two cases: 

1. The two metaprimaries are not identical. Then the truth is not 

applicable to the evaluation of the sequence. 

2. The two metaprimaries are identical. Then we apply the usual method 

to establish whether the relevant part of the truth, with the last 

metaprimary deleted, is an envelope of the sequence, with the last 

metaprimary deleted. 

Example: 

The truth <letter> ·<identifier> in <identifier> - is not appli-

cable to the evaluation of ab .i.2, <letter> , since <identifier> 

is not identical with <letter> • 
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This same truth does apply to the evaluation of ab in <identifier>, 

since 

a. <identifier> is identical with <identifier>. 

b. a in <letter> has the value~ (supposing that a in <letter> 

is a truth in V). 

c. b in <identifier> has the value~ (supposing that <letter> 

in <identifier> is a truth in V and that b in <letter> is a truth 

in V). 

d. ~ is identical with .?.-.a• 

Finally we mention some special features of the description of ALGOL 

60 9 given in Chapter 3 (see also the detailed explanation in Chapter 2). 

We have given the list of truths in the order in which they are read 

in (i.e. we suppose that all the given truths are put between quotes 

so the effect is that we add this list to V but in such a way that 

truth T 1.1 (a T, followed by a number refers to the corresponding 

truth in the list given in Chapter 3) is the first one added to V9 

while T 17.69 is the last one added to V and accordingly is the first 

one we consult if we have to evaluate some sequence of symbols; if it 

is not applicable we consult 17.68 etc.). Once we have added this list 

to V we can ask the processor to evaluate a program. If this contains 

no syntactic mistakes T 1.2 will be the first one which is applicable, 

and so we continue by evaluating the three simple names at the right 

hand side of T 1.2 9 i.e. 

1. We evaluate fBYt which results in the addition of By to V. 

2. We evaluate the second simple name. We try to apply the truth con

sisting of the two symbols By, then T 17.69, T 17.68, ••• until finally 

we find that we can apply T 4.9, etc. 

3. We evaluate $ya: a truth which defines the value of this sequence 

has been added to Vas a result of 2. 

We remark that as soon as the evaluation of the program has started 

we continuously add new truths to V, and these are accordingly con

sulted before the "static" list T 11.69 to T 1.1 in the evaluation 

of the rest of the program. ,, 
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We have introduced one special pair of metasymbols, i.e.~ and ~s e.g. 

~type~ procedure <id> (<idlist>); ~valuepart~specpart~~st~ i2, 
<procedure declaration> (1). 

If the processor wants to establish whether a truth of this form is 

applicable to the evaluation of a sequence of symbols, say cr 9 it uses 

a modified definition of envelope. The scheme for partitioning cr which 

was described on page 3 is extended in the following way: for each 

metavariable of the truth which is enclosed between< and> instead of 

<and> 9 we deletethe requirement that the length of the correspond

ing subsequence of cr be greater than zero (i.e. for those subsequences 

m. > O is replaced by m. > 0). 
i i-

Example: 

procedure P(a,b); integer a,b; in <procedure declaration> 

is a sequence to which truth (1) is applicable. 

(with n=11 9 m=14 9 m1=o, m2=m
3

=m4=1 9 m
5
=3 9 m6=m

7
=1 9 m8=o, m

9
=5, 

m10=0, m11 =1; 

according to the rules for evaluation of a "syntactic" sequence we 

have first deleted the identical metavariables <procedure declara

tion> in the truth and in the sequence). 

Apparently in the case of a subsequence of length zero no substitutions 

must be made in the rest of the truth concerned. 

This extension of the metalanguage is not strictly necessary: it is 

possible to change our definition of ALGOL 60 in such a way that one 

can do without the metasymbols <and~; however, at the cost of a 

much longer description. 

Furthermore we have used some special letters as an extension of the 

usual alphabet (see T 17.56 to T 17.59). We assume that the program

mer does not use these letters. 

Moreover we introduced many new symbols by means of underlining. We 

suppose that these symbols have no relation to the individual letters 

and digits of which they are composed and that they can be recognised 

by the processor as independent symbols. 

We use w to denote the value of any part of a program which was left ,, 
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undefined or said to be undefined in [1] or which contains any offence 

against the rules of ALGOL 60. 

3. Some examples 

Example A. Greatest common divisor of two positive integers. 

G 1 • in <digit> co ....... 
G 2. 2 1.n <digit> co 

G 3. 3 in <digit> co 

G 4. 4 in <digit> co 

G 5. 5 in <digit> co 

G 6. 6 in <digit> co 

G ,. 1 in <digit> co 

G 8. 8 in <digit> co ........ 
G 9. 9 in <digit> co 

G10. <integer> <digit> in <integer> co -
G 11 • <integer> 0 in <integer> co 

G12. <digit> in <integer> co ....... 
G13. (<integer1> 9 <integer2>) l.S (<integer2>,<integer1>) co -
G14. <integer1 > < <integer2> -+ 

(<integer1> 8 <integer2>) 1S 

( <integer 1 > 9 .Y.!. { <integer2> - <integer1>}) co 

G15. (<integer1>, <integer1>) ~ f<integer1>} co 

Remarks: 

1. We have hereby defined the usual Euclidean Algorithm with repeated 

subtraction instead of division. 

2. The list of truths given above should be extended with truths de

fining the value of <integer> < <integer> and <integer> 

<integer> • For these definitions we refer to the corresponding 

truths given in our description of ALGOL 60. 

3. It is easy to extend this definition to the g.c.d. of two arbitrary 

integers. 

4. See also example E. 

5. We have given the list of truths in the order in which they are 
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read in; accordingly, G 15 is the first truth consulted, the next one 

is G 14 etc. 

We give an example (in an obvious notation): 
G14 G14 

(42,105) ~ (42,!.!;. {105-42}) =:>(42,63) =9 (42,y,2,,.{63-42}) 9 
(42,21) ~ (21,42) G~ (21,!,!;.{42-21}) ➔ (21 521) ~ f21} ~21. 

Example B. Lexicographical ordering. 

L 1 • 

L ,; ~• 

L 3. 

L 4. 

L 5. 

L 6. 

L 7. 

L 8. 

L 9. 

110. 

L 11 • 

112. 

a in <letter> co -
b in <letter> co - -
C in <letter> co ....... -
d in <letter> co ....... -
e in <letter> co -
<word> <letter> in <word> co ........ 
<letter> in <word> co 

<word> -< <word> is false co 

<letter1 >-< <letter2> + 

<letter1> <word>~<letter2><word> co 

<letter1>~<letter2> + 

<letter1><word><<letter2> co 

<letter1><<letter2> + 

<letter1><<letter2><word> co -
<letter1><word1>~<letter1><word2> 1.s 

<word1><<word2> co 

113. <letter1><<letter1><word> co 

L14. <letter1><word>~<letter1> 1.s false co 

115. <letter2><<letter3>+ <letter1><<letter3> is 

<letter1>~<letter2> co 

116. <letter>-( a is false £.2 

L17. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

a -4b 

b"( c 

c-{ d 

d-{ e 

co ........ 
co ........ 
£2. 
co 

121. <word1>-<<word1> co 

-
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Suppose one wants to evaluate dbc-{ dee. 

According to the first applicable truth, L 12, the value of this se

quence of symbols is equal to the value of be-< ee. ( 1) 

L 21 to L 10 are not applicable to (1) so now we try L 9. According 

to the definition of the metasymbol -+ we have to evaluate b-( e ( i.e. 

the sequence at the left hand side of-+ , after the required substi

tutions) in order to establish whether L 9 is applicable. 

We try to apply L 15 to the evaluation of b-( e; this leads to the 

evaluation of the left hand side: <letter2>~ e. (2) 

This sequence contains a metavariable and we now have to apply the 

special method for evaluation of (2). 

We find that (2) is an envelope of L 20. 

Hence the value of (2) is~, we may apply L 15 5 we substituted for 

<letter2> and we evaluate b-< d instead of b-( e. 

By exactly the same process we find that the value of b~d is equal 

to the value of b-( c but according to L 18 this has the value ~• 

Now we know that L 9 is applicable to the evaluation of be ..(ee and 

the result of application is that be-<. ee has the value ~• 

Thus 9 our final result is that we find ~ as the value of dbc <dee. 

Example c. Definition of the language of Turing machines. 

T 1 • <5tate1 > <symbol1> <symbol2> <state2> -+ 

.::,tape1~ <state1 > <symbol1> .::,tape2~ l.S 

.::,tape1~ <state2> <symbol2> .::,tape2~ co 

T 2. <state1 > <symbol1> L <state2> -+ 

.::,tape1~ <symbol2> <state1 > <symbol1> .::,tape2~ l.S 

.::,tapel~ <state2> <symbol2> <symbol 1 > .::,tape2~ co 

T 3. <state1 > <symbol 1 > L <state2> -+ 

<state1 > <symbol1> .::,tape1~ l.S 

<state2> 0 <symbol1> .::,tape1~ co -
T 4. <state1 > <symbol1> R <state2> -+ 

.::,tape1~ <state1 > <symbol1> <tape2> l.S 

.::,tape1~ <symbol1> <state2> <tape2> co 

,, 
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T 5. <state1 > <symbol 1 > R <state2> + 

!_tape1! <state1 > <symbol1> HI 

!_tape1! <symbol1> <state2> 0 co 

T 6. 0 1.£ .::symbol> .s.2, 

T 7. <symbol> l.O <tape> co -
T 8. <tape> <symbol> in <tape> co 

A possible "program" is: 

T 9. 1 l.O <symbol> co 

T10. q <state> l.O <state> co 

T11. q in <state> co 

T12. q 1 0 q co 

T13. q 0 R qq co 

T14. qq R qq co 

T15. qq 0 R qqq co 

T16. qqq 0 qqq co 

Remarks: 

1. This ~efinition 1s a transcription of the definitions in [2] , 

Chapter 1. 

T 1 corresponds to [2] , Ch. 1 • def.1.7 ( 1 ) 

T 2 II " II II " II (4) 

T 3 " " II II II " ( 5) 

T 4 II " " " " " (2) 

T 5 II " II II II " (3). 

2. We assume that T 1 to T 8 are in V9 whenever one wants to evaluate 

a program written in the language of Turing machines. Truths T 9 

to T 16 may be replaced by some other truths, i.e. 

a) one may want to extend the alphabet by adding e.g. 

E .;!;E, <symbol> or 

n in <symbol> etc. -
b) one may want to change the syntactic definition of <state~. 

c) T 12 t~ T 16 (cf. [2] Ch.1, example 3.1) which form a program 

for addition may be replaced by another list of "quadruples". 

3. As usual we assume that T 1 to T 16 are put between quotes, after 

which they are read in by the processor. 
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If one asks the machine to evaluate e.g. q111O11O the result of ap

plication of T 1 to T 16 is that this value is O11OqqqO1O. 

Example D. Definition of some finite automata. 

The following examples are based on: M.O. Rabin and D. Scott: 

Finite Automata and their Decision Problems [4] • 

D 1. One way, one tape, deterministic ( [4] 5 definitions 1 92) 

RS 1 • <tape> <symbol> in <tape> co 

RS 2. <symbol> in <tape> co ....... 
RS 3. <state> <symbol> is ffalse} co -- -
RS 4. <state1 > <symbol1> <state2> -+ 

<state1 > <symbol1> <tape1 > is 

<state2> <tape1 > co 

RS 5. <state1 > <symbol1> <final state> -+ 

<state1 > <symbol1> co 

A possible "program" is: 

RS 6. a in <symbol> co 

RS 7. b in <symbol> co -
RS 8. 1 in <state> co 

RS 9. 2 in <state> co 

RS1O. 3 in <state> co ....... 
RS11. 3 in <final state> co 

RS12. a 2 co -
RS13. 2 a 3 co 

RS14. 3 a 2 co 

RS15. 1 b 1 co ....... 
RS16. 2 b 2 co 

RS17. 3 b 1 co ........ 

Again we assume that RS 1 to RS 5 are always in V, whereas the "pro-

grammer" may replace RS 6 to RS 17 by some other truths. Once we have 

read in RS 1 to RS 17 we may ask the processor to evalufte e.g. 

1 aba (which is found to have the value~, i.e. the tape aba is 

accepted by the automaton if its initial state is 1) or 1 bab which 

has the value false. ,, 
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D 2. Two way, one tape 9 deterministic ( [4], definitions 13,14) 

RSS 1 • <tape> <symbol> in <tape> co - -
RSS 2. <symbol> in (tape) co -
RSS 3. ~tape~ <state> <symbol> ~tape~ lS ffalse} co 

RSS 4. <state1> <symbol1> L <state2>-+ 

~tape1~ <symbol2> <state1> <symbol1> ~tape2~ is 

.::_tape1~ <state2> <symbol2> <symbol1> ~tape2~ co 

RSS 5. <state1> <symbol1> R <state2>-+ 

.::_tape1~ <state1 > <symbol1> <tape2> 

.::.tape1~ <symbol1><state2> <tape2> 

RSS 6. <state1 > <symbol 1 > C <state2> + 

.::_tape1~ <state1 > <symbol1> ~tape2~ 

~tape1~ <state2> <symbol1> .::_tape2~ 

RSS 7. <state1> <symbol1> <final state> -+ 

~tape~ <state1> <symbol1> 

A possible "program" is: 

RSS 8. a in <symbol> co ........ 
RSS 9. b in <symbol> co 

RSS10. in <state> co 

RSS 11. 2 in <state> co 

RSS12. 3 in <state> co 

RSS13. 3 in <final state> co 

RSS14. 1 a R 2 co 

RSS15. 2 a L co 

RSS16. 3 a R 3 co 

RSS17. b R 3 co -
RSS18. 2 b C 3 co 

RSS19. 3 b R 2 co -

co 

co 

is -
co -
co 

After reading in RSS 1 to RSS 19 one may ask the processor to evaluate 

e.g. 1 aba or 1 ·bab. 

Ill 
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D 3. One way, one tape, non deterministic ( [4]. definitions 9,10) 

RRS 1 • <tape> <symbol> in <tape> co - -
RRS 2. <symbol> in <tape> co - -
RRS 3. <state list> <state> in <state list> co 

RRS 4. <state> in <state list> co -
RRS 5. <state> <tape> is false co 

RRS 6. <state1 > <symbol1> <state list 1 > ➔ 

<state1> <symbol1> <tape1 > is 

<state list 1 > <tape1 > co 

RRS 7. <state1> <symbol1> <state list> <final state> <state list> ➔ 

<state1> <symbol1> is 

{ f <state list> <tape>t co {truet} co 

RRS 8. <state1> <state list1> <tape1> J.S ....... 
{<state1> <tape1> ,S£. <state list1> <tape1>} co -

Remarks: 

1. We assume that a state list is uniquely deconcatenable into its 

constituent elements. 

2. Suppose we are evaluating 1 aba and we find 1 a 2 3 in v. 
Then we continue with the evaluation of 2 ba and of 3 ba (RRS 6, 
RRS 8). If after the next step we find that the value of 2 ba is 

equal to the value of 4 a, say, while in V we find 4 a 5,_ where 5 

is final, then the result of application of RRS 7 is that we add 

to V: 

<state list> <tape> (1) 

and: ~• 

The effect of (1) is that all the remaining sequences of symbols 

which the processor still has to evaluate, e.g. 3 ba, have the 

value true. -
An equivalent definition of a one way, one tape, non deterministic 

automaton is the following: 

RRS 9. <state> <state list> in <state list> co -
RRS10. <state> in <state list> co 

RRS11. <state> <symbol> in <mixed tape> co ....... -
RRS12. <mixed tape> <mixed tape> in <mixed tape> co ....... ....... 

,, 
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RRS 14. 
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~mixed tape1.::. <state1> <symbol1> <state2> <tape1> .2. 
~ ~mixed tape1.::. <state1> <symbol1> <tape1> ,:e. 

~mixed tape1! <state1> <symbol1> ~ 

<mixed tape1! <state1> <symbol1> b co 

RRS 15. <state> <tape> .2, ~ f false} .£2 

RRS 16. <state1 > <symbol 1 > ~state list> <state2> <state3> 

~state list> ~ 

co -

~mixed tape1.::, <state1 > <symbol 1 > <state2> <tape1 > b 

~ ~mixed tape1! <state1><symbol1><state3><tape1> .£2 

RRS 17. <state1 ><symbol 1 ><state2><state list 1 > ~ 

~mixed tape1.::. <state1><symbol1><tape1> i:!, 

~mixed tape1! <state1><symbol1><state2><tape1> _£2 

RRS 18. <state1><symbol1>~state list!<final state>~state list> 

~ ~mixed tape!<state1><symbol1> co 

We demonstrate these truths by a sample program: 

RRS 19. 

RRS 20. 

RRS 21. 

RRS 22. 

RRS 23. 

RRS 24. 

RRS 25. 

RRS 26. 

RRS 27. 

RRS 28. 

RRS 29. 

RRS 30. 

1 1.n <state> ....... 
2 1.n <state> 

3 1.n <state> 

co -
co -
co -

3 1.n <final state> _£2 

a 1.n <symbol> 

b 2;!l <symbol> 

1 a 2 1 

2 a 3 

3 a 2 3 

1 b 1 2 

2 b 2 

3 b 1 

££. 
co 

co -
co 

co -
co ....... 
co 

co -
Now, by applying these truths together with RRS 9 to RRS 18, we find 

that 1 bab has the value false with the following intermediate re

sults: 

1 bab RR~17 1 b 1 ab R~ 7 1 b 1 a 2 b RR~4 1 b 1 a 2 b .2_ RR~6 

1 b 1 a 1 b RR~ 4 1 b 1 a 1 b B, RR~3 1 b 1 ab b RR~6 1 b 2 ab 

RR~ 7 1 b 2 a 3 b R~4 1 b 2 a 3 b _E. RR~3 1 b 2 ab RR~ 3 

RRS15 .1. .t 1 b a b _E. ~ tfalsef ~ false. 
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One might think of this process in terms of a search along a tree, 

where }2. indicates a search from bottom to top. 

D 4. One way, two tape, deterministic ( [4], definitions 15,16) 

RRSS 1 • <tape> <:symbol> ~ <tape> co -
RRSS 2. <symbol> in <tape> co - -
RRSS 3. F in <FS> co -
RRSS 4. s in <FS~ co - ....... 
RRSS 5. ( <tape> 9 <state> <symbol>) is ffalset -
RRSS 6. {<state><symbol> , <tape>) is ffalset 

RRSS 7. <state1> <symbol1> S <state2> ➔ 

(<tape1>, <state1> <symbol1> <tape2>) 

(<tape1> 8 <state2> <tape2>) 

RRSS 8. <state1><symbol1> F <state2> ➔ 

(<tape1> 9 <state1><symbol1><tape2>) is 

co 

co 

l.S ........ 
co 

(<state2> <tape1> 9 <tape2>) co 

RRSS 9. ~state1><symbol1> S <state2> ➔ 

(<state1><symbol1><tape1> 9 <tape2>) is 

( <tape1 >, <state2><tape2>) co 

RRSS1O. <state1><symbol1> F <state2> ➔ 

(<state1><symbol1><tape1> 9 <tape~>) is 

(<state2> <tape1> 9 <tape2>) co 

RRSS11. <state1><symbol1><FS> <final state> ➔ 

(<state1><symbol1> 9 <tape>) co 

RRSS12. <state1> <symbol1><FS><final state> ➔ 

(<tape> 9 <state1> <symbol1>) co 

Remark: 

F refers to the first tape, S to the second one, e.g. if the reading 

head reads on tape 1 and if an S occurs in the "instruction" concerned, 

control is changed to the second tape. 
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Example 

natural 

E. The algorithm for the greatest common divisor of two 

numbers in the normal form of A.A. Markov ( [3] , page 105). 

M 1 • 1 l.n <symbol> co 

M 2. * in <symbol> co -
M 3. a in <symbol> co 

M 4. b l.n <symbol> co 

M 5. C in <symbol> co 

M 6. <symbol> in <tape> co 

M 7. <tape><symbol> .iB. <tape> co 

M 8. ,:;,tape1?. * stape1:::. is ~tape1?_ ~tape2?_ co 

M 9. ~tape1?_ c~tape2?_ is ~tape1 ?_1 ~tape2?_ co 

M10. ~tapel?_ a~tape2?_ is ~tape 1 ?_c ~tape2?_ co 

M11. ~tape1?_ b~tape2?_ is ~tapel?_l ~tape2?_ co 

M12. ~tape1?_1*~tape2?_ is <tape1>*b<tape2> co - - - - -
M13. <tape1>1*l<tape2> is <tape1>a*<tape2> co - - - --- - - -
M14. ~tape1?_1a~tape2?_ is <tapel>a1<tape2> co - - - - -

Remarks: 

1. If one denotes the natural number N by a sequence of N symbols 1 

then this list of truths defines the g.c.d. of a pair of natural 

numbers, say N and M, represented by concatenation of: 

a sequence of N symbols 1, 

the symbol~, 

a sequence of M symbols 1 • 

2. It seems probable that every algorithm in Markovs normal form can 

be rewritten as an equivalent sequence of truths in a manner similar 

to that in this example. 
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Chapter 2 

1. Introduction 

In the sequel an explanation will be given of the techniques, used in 

Chapter 3 9 for the description of almost all of ALGOL 60. First of all 

we give a list of subjects which are not treated (i.e. 1,2,3,4} or 

which are treated incorrectly (i.e. 5 96). 

1. real arithmetic. 

In ALGOL 60 no exact arithmetic has been specified ([1] 9 3.3.6), 

this specification belongs to the accompanying information which 

should be given by the programmer (cf. also [1], 1 9 footnote 1). 

Thus, whenever one wants to execute a program in which real arith

metic is used one has to extend our list of truths in Chapter 3 

with additional truths specifying the arithmetic one wants to use. 

Moreover, the declarator~ should be introduced and one should 

give the description of its consequences for declarations, assign

ment statements etc. 

2. comment conventions and) <letterstring> :( as parameter delimiter. 

It is of course easy to include those features an~ they were only 

left out in order not to increase the length of the description. 

3. procedure bodies in code and strings as actual para.meters. 

4. no attention was paid to the inclusion of standard functions. 

5. expressions containing formal parameters may become undefined 

after name replacement as in the following example: 

if boolean then f else g might be replaced by ....... - -
if true then 3 else a vb. ---
The mechanism of the description gives 3 as the value of the last 

expression whereas it should be w. 

6. A conditional statement of the form if <bexp1> ~ 

<unconditional statement1> , where <bexp1> has the value false 

is equivalent to the dummy statement only if the evaluation of 
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<bexp1> has no side effects. Mutatis mutandis this holds for a 

goto statement leading to an undefined switch designator. 

Furthermore in the next two cases one might prefer another interpre

tation. 

1. Only the static definition of own is given. 

2. Specifications of non value parameters are ignored. 

In general 9 whenever in a program something occurs which was left un

defined in the report or said to be undefined or forbidden, the value 

of the program is w. However, sometimes we could not avoid a choice, 

e.g. regarding the order of evaluation of the value parameters where 

we chose the order given in the formal parameter list. Furthermore 

primaries in the expressions are evaluated in order from left to right. 

Next we shall explain the structure of the description. 

The three main difficulties proved to be: 

1. The concept of locality. 

2. Labels and goto statements. 

3. The requirement that all identifiers of a program be declared, even 

in parts of the program which are not executed, e.g. 

begin if. false~ i:=O ~ ia not a correct ALGOL program. 

The first point made it necessary to introduce the notion of block 

number (see below); the last two required the equivalent of a prescan. 

In the evaluation of a program we distinguish the following stages: 

1. Somewhere in Vis a language rule like 

<program1> is•••••• (see T 1.2} and the syntactic definition 

of a program is also given (see T 2.28 9 T 2.29 etc.). 

Thus, if there is a syntactic mistake in the program, truth T 1.2 

will not be applicable and the only one which does apply is truth 

T 1.1: <name> is fw}. 
Hence, the syntactic correctness of the program is checked auto

matically by the mechanism of the metalanguage. 

2. In the first stage of the prescan we note the different names which 

are introduced either by explicit declaration or by standing as a 
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label or in a formal parameter list. In the second stage we check 

whether every statement of the program (including statements in 

procedure declarations) contains only declared identifiers. Both 

of these operations are defined recursively for each block. In both 

phases we use a static block number. 

3. In the first stage of the execution we scan the program for the 

occurrence of labels which we then supply with the dynamic block 

number of the smallest embracing block in order to make it possible 

to restore the correct block number if a goto statement leaves a 

block. 

Finally the program is executed. 

2. The determination of the block number (see T 1.17, T 1.18, T 1.19, 

T 1.20, T 1.21, T 10.16 and T 10.17). 

In the sequel we shall use the abbreviation bn for block number. 

According to the syntax a bn consists of a sequence of S's, followed 

by a y, possibly followed by a bn, possibly followed by a o followed 

by a bn. 

At the beginning of the evaluation of a program the bn is set to Sy; 

i.e. Sy is added as a truth to V (see T 1.2). 

Suppose at a given moment the bn is <6ys1>~66ys1~ and we are entering 

a new block. Now there are two possibilities. Either somewhere in V we 

find <8ys1><8y1>~68ys~ 9 meaning that the new block is parallel to an 

earlier one, possibly itself during execution state, in which case we 

add <8ys1>8<8y1>~o8ys1~ to V; or else we find no such thing 9 in which 

case we write in V: <8ys1>8y~o8ys1~. If the current bn is <8ys1><8y> 

~o8ys1~(by current we mean that this is the last entry in V of the syn

tactic form of a bn) upon exit from a block, we add <8ys1>~o8ys1! to v. 
The value of the last~ of the program is defined in T 1.21 and is 

explained below. 

The rules governing block entrance and exit hold both for the prescan 

and execution phase of "normal" blocks and procedure bodies. If a pro

cedure is declared in a block with bn <8ys1>~o8ys~ and called from a 

bJock with bn <8ys2>~o8ys1!, we add to V: <8ys1>o<8ys2>~68ys1~, upon 
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entrance to the procedure. After this we perform the entrance to the 

procedure body itself (which is always made into a block) according 

to the rules for block entrance given above. 

Upon exit from a procedure, we search for the current bn. If this has 

the form ~Sys >6<8ys2>~68ys1~ we add <8ys2>~68ys1~ to v. By means of 

the last two rules, which of course only hold in the execution phase, 

we restore the correct bn after exit from a procedure. 

In this way, at every moment the last item in V which has the syntact

ic form of a bn defines the current bn. We use this whenever we pro

cess an identifier; in all possible cases the identifier is first ex

tended with the current bn. 

3. The prescan. (Truths T 1.2 to T 1.5, T 3.1 to T 3.12, T 4.9, T 4.13 9 

T 5.15, T 5.28 9 T 6.6 9 T 7.29 9 T 7.30 9 T 11.8 to T 11.15). 

Clearly we need a technique to read a program and process the declar

ations occurring in it (because we want to check whether all identi

fiers are declared) but without executing it. This was accomplished 

by introducing the concept of an artificial label, consisting of the 

bn of the block which we are scanning, followed by one or more a's; 

by labelling successively each declaration and statement of the block 

and by adding to Va rule for evaluating each of those labels. 

Some examples will perhaps clarify this: 

(actually, in the examples we use an unimportant simplification so 

they do not exactly correspond with the rules given in our list). 

Example A. At a given moment during the prescan we want to determine 

the value of: 

<8ys1><as1>:<type1><id1>;~decl listl> <st list1> end -
(with an obvious definition of <decl list> and <st list> , see T 2.6 

and T 2.20). According to truth T 4.9 this value is given by: 

1. <type1> <id1> <8ys1> is added to V, provided that the same iden

tifier had not been declared before in the same block, in which 

case w is added to v. Now we know in the second stage of the 

prescan that <id1> has been declared and is of type <type1> in 
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the block with bn <8ys1>. 

2. We add to V: <Bys1><as1> .!.!! {f<Bys1><as1> i! {f-r<Bys1><as1> l!, 
{<type1><id1> _£2 -r<Bys1><as1>a}t _£2 <Bys1><as1>a}t .££_<Bys1><as1>a}. 

( 1 ) 

When, later on7 we ask for the value of <Bys1><as1> (in phase 2 of the 

prescan), the result of the application of (1) is that we just add 

<Bys1><as1> .!.!! {t-r<Bys1><as1> i!, {<type1><id1> _£2 -r<Bys1><as1>a}t.££. 

<Bys1><as1>a} (2) 

to V and continue by evaluating <Bys1><as1>a. 

When, in phase 1 of the execution, we ask for the value of <Bys1><as1> 5 

the result of application of (2) is that we only add to Va new truth, 

l. • e • 
-r<Bys1><as1> i!_ {<type1><id1> _£2 -r<Bys1><as1>a} 9 (3) 

and again ask for the value of <Bys1><as1>a. (For the meaning of the 

extra symbol T see below.) 

When, in phase 2 of the execution, we ask for the value of -r<Bys1> 

<as1> 1 by application of (3) we find that we have to do two things: 

a. determine the value of <type1><id1>;according to truth T 4.10 we 

now add to V: <type1><id1> followed by the current dynamic bn. 

b. continue by evaluating -r<Bys1><as1>a. 

3. We proceed to determine the value of 

<8ys1><as1>a: <decl list1~~st list1~~• 

Example B. Suppose we want to know the value of 

<Bys1><as1> : <ass st1> ~special st list1> end 

(see truth T 2.21 for definition of <special st list> ). 

According to truth T 3.9 this is given by: 

1. We add to V: <Bys1><as1> i!_ {<ass stl> in <decl ass st> co 

t<Bys1><as1> i!, {t-r<Bys1><as1> ~ {<ass stl> ,££ -r<Bys1><as1>a}} co 

<Bys1><as1>a}t ,££. <By.s1><as1>a} • 

Thus, in phase 1 of the prescan, we just write down this rule in V. 

In phase 2 of the prescan, we ask whether <ass st1> contains only 

declared identifiers (see also below), we add to Va new rule for 

evaluating <Bys1><as1> 5 and we continu~ by evaluating <8ys1><as1>a. ,, 
In phase 1 of the execution, we add to Va rule, giving the value of 
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T<Sys1><as1> 9 and determine the value of <Sys1><as1>a. 

In phase 2 of the execution, we have to perform <ass st1> and continue 

with -c: <Sys1><as1>a • 

2. We proceed to determine the value of 

<6ys1><as1>a ~special st list1> end. -
Example c. The value of 

<f3ys1><as1> <label1> : <st list1> end --
is given, according to truth T 3.12 by: 

1. label <label1><f3ys1> is added to V (with the same precautions as 

in example A). Hence 9 we know in the second phase of the prescan that 

<label1> is a label in the block with bn <f3ys1>. 

2. We add to V: <f3ys1><as1> ~ {f<f3ys1><as1> is 

{<label1> op3 <8ys1><as1> co f,<8ys1><as1> is ,<8ys1><as1>at.£2. 

<8ys1><as1>a}t co <8ys1><as1>a} • 

In phase 2 of the prescan 9 we write down a new definition of 

<f3ys1> <as1> and continue with the evaluation of <f3ys1> <as1>a. In 

phase 1 of the execution we have to do three things: 

a. We perform £.El (see T 3.15) upon <label1> with two effects: 

a1. <label1> is supplied with the current dynamic bn. 

a2. <label1> is supplied with the artificial label T<8ys1><as1>a 9 

so that when we execute a goto statement leading to <label1> 

we know the right way to continue the program since we have only 

to ask for the value of -r <Sys 1 > <as 1 >a , 

b. we write down the definition of ,<8ys1><as1>. 

c. we evaluate <f3ys1><as1>a. 

In phase 2 of the execution, if we ask for the value of ,<6ys1><as1> , 

it appears that we have to go on with the evaluation of ,<Sys1><as1>a. 

3. We determine the value of <8ys1> <as1>a: <st list 1 > end. --
Example D. The value of <8ys1> <as1>: ~ is given, according to 

truth T 1.5 by: 

1. W~ add to V: <Sys1> <as1> ~ 
{ft<8ys1> <as1> is endt co ---

{~ .£2, f <6ys1><as1> is 

-r<8y.s1>a}t} • 
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This has the following meaning: 

In phase 2 of the prescan, we determine the value of end (see T 1.22) 

and write down a new definition of <Sys1><as1>. 

In phase 1 of the execution, we give a definition of 1<Sys1><as1> 

and ask for the value of 1<Sys1>a 9 since, when part 1 of the exe

cution phase is finished, we can really execute the block and so now 

we ask for the value of the first artificial label of that block. The 

reason for the addition of an extra symbol 1 now becomes clear. If we 

had not used this device then during a second activation of a block 

(for example if we return by means of a goto statement), we would not 

have been able to distinguish between stage 1 of the execution of a 

block and stage 2. If 9 in phase 2 of execution of the block, we ask 

for the value of 1<Sys1><as1> we see that we have to determine the 

value of~• Then the execution of this block is finished and we can 

continue with the next statement. 

2. We ask for the value of <8ys1>a since the first stage of the pres

can is now finished and we return to the beginning of the block in 

order to start with the second phase of the prescan by asking for the 

value of the first artificial label of that block. 

Example E. The mechanism for recursively calling the prescan at every 

static block entrance is described in truths T 3.10, T 1.3, T 1.4. 
According to T 3.10 9 when, during the prescan, we process a block we 

have to do the following: 

Suppose we want to determine the value of 

<Sys1><as1> 

It it given by: 

<block1> ~special st list1> end. -
1. We define <8ys1><as1> in such a way that in the second phase of the 

prescan we must evaluate: 

a. <block1> i!l <decl block> 1 see below. 

b. we determine the first artificial label of this block and store it 

in v. 
c. we define a new rule for evaluating <8ys1><as1>. 

d. we continue by evaluating <Sys1><as1>a. 
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2. In the first stage of the execution we give a new definition of 

<Sys1><as1> and evaluate <Bys1><as1>a. 

3. In the second phase of the execution we ask for the value of the 

first artificial label of this block (which we can find because of 

1.b) and if the execution of this block is finished, we next evaluate 

• < Sys1><as1>a which in general will give rise to the evaluation of 

the statement following the block. Here, it is clear that a difficulty 

arises: it is perfectly possible that during execution of the block 

we jump out of it to some non local label. And so, if we have arrived 

at the last~ of the program the recursive mechanism of the process

or still wants to evaluate .<Sys1><as1>a 9 whereas the execution has 

actually been completed. Now to solve this problem we define as the 

value of the last (dyna.niic) ~: f<name>t (see T 1.21). 

Thus, the effect is that <name> appears as a truth in V and everything 

which the processor evaluates hereafter, for example .<Sys1><as1>a 9 

has the value true 1 which is completely harmless • 
. -

4. In the first stage of the ·prescan we evaluate 

<Sys1><as1>a <special st list1> end. - - -
According to T 1.3 the value of 

begin <decl list1> <st list1> end in <decl block> --
1.s given by: 

1. Determine the value of begin (T 1.17, T 1.18, T 1.19). 

2. Determine the value of <decl list1> <st list1> end. - -- ---
According to truth T 1.4 the value of 

<decl list 1> <st list1~~ 

is given by: 

(suppose the current bn is <Sys1>) 

1. <Sys1>a ll {f <Sys1>a ~ { begin £2 f "C<Sys1>a ~ .<Sys1>aat £2 
<Sys1>aa}t co <Sys1>aa} , 

which has the following meaning: 

a. in the second phase of the prescan we define a new value of 

<Bys1>a and evaluate <Sys1>aa. 

b. in the first phase of the execution we evaluate begin, define the 

va.a.ue of T<Sys1>a 9 and evaluate <Sys1>aa. 
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c. in the second phase of the execution we have to evaluate ,<8ys1>aa. 

2. We continue to determine the value of 

<8ys1>aa: <decl list1> <st list1> end - ~-
and so we have recursively initialized the prescan of this new block. 

Next we give a summary of the treatment in the prescan rules of the 

other declarations and statements: 

1. array 9 switch, and procedure declarations: analogously to type 

declarations; see also the separate treatment of these cases. 

2. conditional statements are reduced to one special form: 

if. <bexp> ~ goto <dexp> • 

3. for statements: see sect ion 1 0. 

4. procedure statements and goto statements: analogously to assign

ment statements. 

5. compound statement: we strike out begin and~• 

If 9 finally, the prescan is finished (i,e., if the evaluation of the 

second sequence of symbols in the right hand side of truth T ·1.2 is 

finished), we ask for the value of 8ya, which is the first artificial 

label of the program and so we start execution phase 1. 

4. The requirement that all identifiers of a program be declared. 

In phase 2 of the prescan we ask for the value of expressions of the 

following form: <ass st1> i!l <decl ass st> • <dexp1> i!l 
<decl dexp> etc. 

Evaluating of these expressions is possible because in many places in 

our list of truths we included among the syntactic definitions besides 

the ones in [1j also truths of the form: 

<decl int var> . in <decl primary> 9 ....... 
<decl factor> in <decl term>, -
<decl .Saexp> <relop><decl saexp> in <decl b primary> , -
<decl int var> in <decl int left part> 5 ....... 
<decl int left part list> <decl aexp> i!l <decl ass st> etc* 
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This needs explanation in two respects: 

1. Where possible 9 we also check whether the expression on the right 

hand side of an assignment statement is of the same type as the en

tries in the left part list. This is achieved by introducing the 

notions of integer variable 9 which is either an integer variable 

identifier or something of the form <int array id> [<subexplist>] 9 

of boolean variable etc. 

Once we know this it is of course easy to define integer left part 

list etc. 

2. Suppose the current bn is <Sys1> and we want to know whether 

<id1> is a declared integer variable identifier. First we replace this 

question by: <id1> <Sys1> in <decl int var id>. 

Then we scan V for the occurrence of integer <id1> <Sys1>. 

If we have success we know that the value of (1) is~• 

( 1) 

If not, we look for something of the form formal <id1> <8ys1> (this 

might have resulted from the treatment of a formal parameter list 

during the prescan, see T 7.32). If we succeed we also define the 

value of (1) to be~• Otherwise, if we want to determine the value 

of <id1><8ys1><8y> in <decl int var id>, we ask for the value of 

<id1> <Sys1> ill <decl int var id>. 

Apparently, we now search the smallest embracing block for an occur

rence of either integer <id1> <Sys1> or formal <id1><Sys1> • 

If we have no success we again search an embracing block until we 

finally ask for the value of <id1>8y in <decl int var id> 9 and now if ....... 
we fail again it is clear that <id1> has not been declared as an in-

teger and so the value of <id1>8y in <decl int var id> ....... is false. -
Remarks: 

1. We also include a check whether the number of parameters in a pro

cedure statement equals the number given in the corresponding de

claration (see e.g. T 7.26). 

2. When a statement turns out to contain an identifier which has not 

been declared we add w to V since in this case the only truth which 

applies is T 1®1• 
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5. Type declarations and the evaluation of a simple variable 

(T 4.1 to T 4.28) 

Essentially the result of processing type declarations of non own simple 

variables is simply that the declared identifier supplied with the 

current bn and the given type is added to V (during the prescan we 

check whether this identifier has not been declared already in the 

same block. If this is the case w is added to V). 

If a simple variable is declared .2,:!!ls we have to do somewhat more: 

1. Normally with non own type declarations the result of the prescan 

is that in phase 2 of the execution we have to evaluate 

T<Sys1><as1> by applying a rule like: 

T<Sys1><as1> ll {<type1> <idl> .£2, T<Sys1><as1>a} • 

With own variables this is replaced by: 

T<Sys1><as1> ll {<Sys1><as1>: ~ <type1><id1> co T<Sys1><as1>a}. 

( 1 ) 

2. The first time we enter the block during execution phase 2 the re

sult of applying (1) is the following: 

a. <id1> is supplied with the current bn, say <8ys2> , and with the 

type <type1> and is added to v. Hence, this is just the same as 

with non own simple variables. 

b. To Vis added: 

T<Sys1><as1> ll {<Sys1><as1> own <type1><id1><Sys2> .s2, T<8ys1> 

<as1>a} • 

Thus,we remember the bn of the block <Sys2> in which we first met 

~ <type1><id1>. 

3. The next time we have to evaluate T<Sys1><as1> we find that we have 

to apply a rule of the following form: 

T<Sys1><as1> ll {<8ys1><as1>: .2!.2. <type1><id1><8ys2> .s2, T<Sys1> 

<as1 >a}, 

which has been added to Vas a result of 2.b and which has the 

following effect: 

a. <id1> is supplied with the current bn, say <Sys3> and with the 

type <type1> and is added to v. 
b. To Vis added <id1> <Sys3> i:!!, <id1><8ys2> , so that if we want to 
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know the value of <id1> at the moment that <6ys3> is the current 

bn and if moreover there has been no assignment to <id1> during 

this activation of the block we find that we have to search for a 

value of <id1> which may possibly have been assigned to it in the 

previous activation of the same block which activation had as bn 

<6ys2>. (In order to understand the foregoing completely one also 

has to know how the evaluation of an assignment statement is de

fined.) 

c. To Vis added: 

t<6ys1><as1> is{<6ys1><as1>: own <type1><id1><6ys3> co t<6ys1><as1>a}. ...... - -
so that if we return the next time to the same block we have re-

membered the bn of this activation, i.e. <6ys3>. 

If we ask for the value of a simple variable, say <id1> , and if the 

current bn is <6ys1> we continue by determining the value of 

<id1><6ys1> (see T 4.16). 

If <id1> had been declared 1n this block (so if 1n V we find 

<type><id1><8ys1>) 9 and if we arrive at truth T 4.21 then clearly no 

assignment to <id1> has taken place (otherwise we would first have met 

a truth of the form <id1><8ys1> ~ <in> or <id1><8ys1> ~ 

<logical value> as the result of such as assignment, see also de

finition of assignment statements). Hence, in this case we find that 

the value of <id1><8ys1> is w. Another possibility is that <id1><8ys1> 

is a formal parameter which 1s called by name and which has an ex

pression <exp1> as its corresponding actual parameter (see truth 

T 4.19; in order to understand this one must also know how the eval

uation of a procedure statement is defined). 

Then we do the following: 

1. The current bn is preserved. 

2. The bn of the block in which the procedure statement occurs is 

added to v. 
3. <exp1> is evaluated and a rule which contains this result, i.e. 

result <id1><6ys1> t l.S added to v. 
4. The bn which was preserved in 1. lS restored. 

5. And now the value of <id1><6ys1> is the value of result <id1><6ys1>. 
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When neither truth T 4.19 nor T 4.21 applies and if we assume that 

<id1> is not a function designator (this case is treated below), then 

the effect of asking for the value of <id1><8ys2><8y>is that we de

termine the value of <id1><8ys2> i.e. we search the smallest embracing 

block
4

(here we suppose that <8ys2><8y>is identical with <8ys1>). One 

should notice that here and in similar cases where we search an em

bracing block the current bn is not changed. We again try to apply 

the rules T 4.19 and T 4.21, in case of failure try the embracing 

block etc. until after repeated failure we ask for the value of 

<id1>8y which is obviously w because now there no longer is an em

bracing block. 

6. Array declarations and the evaluation of a subscripted variable 

(T 5.1 to T 5.44) 

The prescan rule for the treatment of an array declaration is analogous 

to the one for type declarations (see T 5.15 and T 4.9). However, in 

the first phase of the prescan, we have to do two things: 

1. Just as in the case of type declarationswe check whether the array 

identifier has not been declared before in this block and, if not, 

we add to Va note describing the nature of the identifier and the 

block in which it was declared. 

2. We check whether the expressions occurring in the bound pair list 

contain only declared identifiers. In view of [1], 5.2.4.2 we 

first activate the bn of the smallest embracing block, then we 

evaluate <bplist1> 2:!l <decl bplist> , and finally we restore the 

old bn. 

As might be expected, the rules for evaluating an array declaration 

during the execution phase are somewhat more complicated: 

1. We define syntactically an integer bound pair list as a bound pair 

list which contains only integers. 

2. If the array segment has a bound pair list which is not an integer 

bound pair list we first evaluate every expression in the bound 

pair list 9 again after first activating the smallest embracing 

block and later on reactivating the bn of the current block. 
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3. A case like••• integer array a 9b[1:10] ••• is transformed into 

• • • integer array a [ 1: 10] ; integer arrai b [ 1: 10] ••• 

4. Finally we add to Va note of the following form: 

<type> array <id1><8ys1>[<int bplist>] 

where <8ys1> is the current dynamic bn. This last entry will be 

used later on if we want to perform an assignment to a subscripted 

variable. 

The treatment of own arrays follows easily from a combination of the 

definition of own type declarations and of the definition given above 

of non own arrays. Only one extra difficulty arises: According to [1], 

5.2.5 when we ask for the value of a subscripted variable which cor

responds to an own array and which has obtained a value in a former 

activation of the block we have to test whether the subscripts are 
• 

within the most recently calculated subscript bounds. This is accom-

plished by the last part of the right hand side of T 5.33: 

Only if the subscripts are within the most recently calculated sub

script bounds 9 i.e. if the value of <subexplist1> .2J2l <intbplist1> 

is true (see also T 5.34 and T 5.35), is the value of the subscripted -
variable (<id1><8ys1>[<subexplist1>]) equal to the value of the same 

variable in the previous activation (<id1><8ys2>[<subexplist1>] ). 

Now if we want to know the value of a subscripted variable, no matter 

whether it corresponds to a normal or to an own array, we again apply 

the same kind of rules as with simple variables: 

1. <id1>[<subexplist1>] is supplied with the current bn; moreover, 

<subexplist1> is evaluated, see T 5.40, T 5.38, i.e. we continue 

with the evaluation of <id1><8ys1> [,!!: {<subexplist1>} J. 
2. if we arrive at truth T 5.44 obviously no assignment was performed 

to this subscripted variable in the block in which its correspond

ing array identifier was declared, so its value is w. 

3. the next possibility is that <id1><8ys1> is a formal array identi

fier5 which by applying T 5.43 is then replaced by its actual iden

tifier and supplied with the bn of the block in which the procedure ,, 
statement occurs. 
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4. if neither 2 nor 3 are applicable we try the smallest embracing 

block. 

5. when there is no longer a smallest embracing block 1 the value of 

the subscripted variable is w. 

7. Switch declarations (T 6.1 to T 6.13) 

The prescan rule for determining the value of 

<13ys1><asl>: switch <id1>:= <dexplist1>;~decl list1> <st list1,!_ 

is again similar to truth T 4.9 for type declarations. 

end -
1. In phase 1 of the prescan we add to V switch <id1><13ys1> 9 provided 

that <id1> has not been declared before in the same block. 

2. In phase 2 of the prescan we see whether the switch list contains 

only declared identifiers. 

3. In phase 1 of the execution we define a value for T<l3ys1><as1> 

and continue with the evaluation of t<Sys1><as1>a. 

4. Only in phase 2 of the execution we really have to do something, 

which is described in truths T 6.9 to T 6.13. 

We give an example: 

After applying these rules to a switch declaration of the'form 

switch S := L, i!, i> 0 ~ P ~ Q, M[3] 

and assuming that the current bn is <13ys1>~6Sys1,!_ the result is that 

to Vis added: 

a. svitch S <Sys1>~ol3ys1~ .S2. 

b. S <Sys1> [ <subexp> J is undefined switch designator co -
c. S <Bys1>[1] is L co ....... 
d. s <Sys1 > [2] is if i > 0 ~ p ~ Q co --
e. s <Sys1>[3] ll M[3] co. -
The way in which we use these results will become clear when the de

finition of goto statements is given. 
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8. Procedure declarations (T 7.1 to T 7.50) 

The prescan rules for a procedure declaration are given in truths 

T 7.29, T 7.30. We distinguish between procedure declarations with 

formal parameters and without. 

1. A procedure declaration without formal parameters. 

a. In phase 1 of the prescan we note the procedure identifier and 

check whether it has not been declared before in the same block. 

b. In phase 2 of the prescan we do the following: 

b1. we evaluate: begin integer dummx; <st1!~.ill <decl block>. 

<st1> is the procedure body which is made into a block by 

surrounding it with begin integer dummy; ••••••••••~• 

Apparently we here again initialize the prescan of this newly 

created block (see T 1.3). 

b2. The first label of the procedure body is stored. 

b3. A new rule is given for the evaluation of <6ys1><as1>. 

b4. The value of <8ys1><as1>a is determined. 

c. In phase 1 of the execution we define the value of T<8ys1><as1> 

and continue by evaluating <8ys1><as1>a. 

d. In phase 2 of the execution the procedure identifier is supplied 

with the current bn and with the first label of its procedure 

body which can be found because of b2. 

Thereafter we continue by evaluating T<8ys1><as1>a. 

2. A procedure declaration with formal parameters. 

a. In phase 1 of the prescan we note the procedure heading (this 

makes it possible to check in phase 2 of the prescan whether a 

procedure statement has the correct number of actual parameters), 

and check whether the procedure identifier has not been declared 

before in the same block. 

b. In phase 2 of the prescan we do the following: 

b1. we evaluate an extra begin. 

b2. we evaluate formal <idlist1> 9 where <idlist1> is the list 

of formal parameters. 

The effect of evaluating for example formal f 9g assuming 

that the current bn is <6ys1> • is simply that we add to V: 
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formal f < Bys 1 > and also formal g < Bys 1 >. 

These notes are used later on to check whether a statement contains 

only declared identifiers. 

b3. we evaluate begin integer dumm.x; !_St 1.!_ ~ .fn. <decl block>, 

where <st1> is the procedure body. 

b4. we store the first label of the procedure body. 

b5. we evaluate the~- corresponding to the extra begin in b1. 

c. as in 1c. 

d. In phase 2 of the execution those entries in the formal parameter 

list which occur in the value part are supplied with a special in

dication9 which is simply the corresponding specifier. 

Furthermore, two rules are added to V: 

d1. the procedure identifier supplied with the current bn and the 

first label of the procedure body. 

d2. the procedure identifier supplied with the current bn and the 

formal parameter list extended with the indications mentioned 

above. 

Finally we continue by evaluating ,<Sys1><as1>a. 

Remarks: 

1. Only <type> 9 <type> array and <type> E~9cedure are allowed as 

specifiers of value formal parameters. 

2. Specifications of non value parameters are ignored. 

9. Assignment statements (T 8.1 to T 8.46) 

The ultimate result of the evaluation of an assignment statement is 

that we add to V: 

the name of the variable concernedt followed by the bn of the block 

in which it has been declared, followed by i!, followed by the value 

of the expression in the right hand side, e.g. 

A Sy SSy is 10 or B Sy Sy SSy is true. ....... -
Ther details are demonstrated by the following example: 
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Suppose we want to evaluate: 

A := f := M[i] := g[p 5q] := <exp1> ( 1) 

where f and g are formal parameters and suppose that the current bn 

is <$ys1>. Then (1) is changed into 

A <Sys1> := f := M[i] := g[p 9q] := <exp1> • (2) 

Suppose A is a variable of type i,nte~~ which was declared in a block 

with bn <Sys2> (where <Sys1> = <$ys2><Sys> 9 i.e., A has been 

declared in an embracing block). 

Then (2) is changed into 

f := M[i] := g(pllqJ := integer A <Sys2> := <exp1> • (3) 

Let us suppose that f has as its corresponding actual parameter the 

identifier band that the procedure statement in which this assignment 

statement occurs, itself occurs in a block with bn <Sys3>. 

Then (3) is changed into 

b <Sys3> := M[i] := g(p,qj := integer A <Sys2> := <exp1>. (4) 

a'he reason we supply b with <Sys3> is that we want to avoid clash of 

names.) 

Suppose b was declared integer in a block with bn <Sys4> 9 where 

<Sys3> = <Sys4><Sys>. 

Then (4) is changed into 

M[i] := g[p,q) := integer A <Sys2> := integer b <Sys4> := <exp1>.(5) 

Next (5) is changed into 

M <$ys1>[va{ifl:=g[p 9q] := integer A <Sys2> := integer b <Sys4>:= 

<exp1 > • (6) 

If the value of i is 10 and if we find in Van entry of the form 

intege~ array M <Sys 5> [1:12] 

then (assuming that <Sys1> = <Sys5><8ys>) 9 we check whether 

1 !_10 A 10 ~12 is~ (i.e., 10 .2J2.l 1:12 is evaluated, see also 

T 5.34 9 T 5.35), and (6) is changed into 

g[p 9q] := integer A <8ys2> := integer b <8ys4> := integer array 

M <8ys5> [10] := <exp1> • (7) 

Then ,,(7) is changed into 
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If the actual array identifier corresponding tog is Band if p and q 

have the values O and 1 then (8) is changed into 

B <8ys3>[0 9 1}:= integer A <8ys2>:= integer b<8ys4> := integer array 

M <8ys5>[10] : = <exp1> (9) 

(9) is treated similarly to (6) and so next we have to evaluate 

integer A <8ys2> := integer b <8ys4> := integer array M <8ys5>[1o} := 

integer_array B <8ys6>[0,1]:= <exp1>. (10) 

Now <exp1> is evaluated (see T 8.30), and (10) is changed into, say 

integer A <8ys2> : = integer b <8ys4> : = integer arrax M <8ys5> [10] 

:= integer array B <8ys6>[0,1] := 87. 

This is changed into the evaluation of successively: 

integer A <8ys2> := 87, integer b <8ys4> := 87, 

integer array M <8ys5>[10] := 87, integer array B <8ys6>[0&1}:= 87. 

which finally leads to the following list of entries in V: 

A <8ys2> ~ 87 .£2 b <f3ys4> ~ 87 .£2 M <f3ys5> [ 1 o] ~ 87 .£2.. B <8ys6{o, 1] 

~87. 

Remark: It was not necessary to treat assignment to procedure identi

fiers separately because in the evaluation of a type procedure, e.g. 

<id 1 > or <id 1 > ( <actpalist>) 9 of type <type1 >, before entering the 

procedure body first an extra type declaration of the form <type1><id1> 

is introduced, see T 4.20, T 10.15 9 T 10.44 and T 10.45. 

10. For statements (T 11.1 to T 11.15) 

A for statement is essentially replaced by a list of equivalent simpler 

statements. However, two difficulties arise: 

1. The requirement that the value of the controlled variable be unde

fined upon exhaustion of the forlist. 

2. The requirement that the value of a goto statement leading into a 

for statement be undefined. 

Concerning 1, it is of course easy to include in our system a rule de

fining the value of the controlled variable upon exit to be w. 

However, because a for statement with more than one for list element 
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is first rewritten as a list of for statements with just one for list 

element each, we had to make a distinction between the last statement 

of such a list and the earlier ones. This we did by introducing the 

symbol for 1 when the corresponding for list element was not the last .......... 
one of the for list 9 for example: 

12!:, i:=1 12 !!2, <st1> 

is replaced by 

12!:, 1 i:=1 !!2, <st1> ; £2!. i:=2 !!2, <st1>. 

Problem 2 we solved by considering the for statement as a block during 

the execution phase, but not in the prescan since a label in a for 

statement may appear in a switch list. 

This is described in more detail by an explanation of truths T 11,9 

and T 11.11. The value of 

<Sys1> <$as1> : _!£!. <intvar1> := <forlistel1> ~ ~st1~~specialstlist1!, 

<end1> 

is given by: 

1. To Vis added: <Bys1><$as1> E {t<Bys1><$as1> i,! {~egin .£2, 

f,<Bys1><$as1> ,ii t<Bys1><$as1>$a} ,££ <Bys1><$as1>$a}},££ <Bys1><$as1> 

$a} • 

So if in phase two of the prescan we ask for the value of <Bys1><$as1> 

we add a new rule for evaluating <Bys1><$as1> to V and cont1nue by 

evaluating <Bys1><$as1>$a. 

Here the evaluation of <Bys1><$as1>$a leads into the for statement as 

may be illustrated by a picture: 

p 
for statement 

successor of for state-
<Bys1><$as1> "D,.-------- ment 

Thus, the extra$ counts for statements. 

In phase 1 of the execution we evaluate begin, define the value of 

, <Bys1><$as1> and continue with the evaluation of <Bys1><$as1>$a. 

In phase 2 of the execution we evaluate t<Sys1><$as1> which leads to 

evaluation of ,<Bys1><$as1>$a. 
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2. We determine the value of 

<eys1><¢as1>¢a for begin <intvar1> := <forlistel1> ; <st1> forend 

(see point Pin the picture). 

This is defined in truths T 11.13, T 11.14 and T 11.15. 

3. We evaluate 

<Sys1><¢as1>0(.: ~specialstlist1~ <end1> 

(see point Qin the picture). 

Furthermore, the value of 

for end 

is given by writing the following in V: 

<Sys1><¢as1>¢<as2> is {f<Sys1><¢as1>¢<as2> is -
£2. <Sys1><$as1>a} • 

Hence, if in phase 2 of the prescan we ask for the value of 

<Sys1><¢as1>$ <as2> we add a new definition of <Sys1><¢as1>¢<as2> 

to V and continue with the evaluation of <Sys1><¢as1>a (here we see 

the link between Rand Qin the picture). 

If in phase 1 of the execution we ask for the value of <Sys1><¢as1>¢ 

<as2> we first give a rule for evaluating T<Sys1><¢as1>¢< as2> and 

then continue with <Sys1><¢as1>a. 

In phase 2 of the execution we evaluate end and continue with -
T<Sys1><¢as1>a. 

For the evaluation of 

<Sys1><¢as1> : for...,.begin <intvar1> :=<forlistel1> ; ~st1~ for end 

we have to distinguish between the three possibilities for a for list 

element. 

If the for list element is an arithmetic expression we determine the 

value of 

<Sys1><¢as1> : <intvar1> :=<aexp1> ; <st1> for end. 

This means that the for statement is simply rewritten as an assign

ment statement, followed by the statement which originally followed 

do., ....... 
Now it becomes clear why we had to introduce the metalinguistic 

variable <end> (end in <end> , forend in <end> 9 forend <intvar1> in -- ----- --- ....... 
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<end> ; 

this way of adding the controlled variable to the forend is an indi

cation that we have to give <intvar1> the value w at the end of the 

processing of the for statement): we wanted a similar treatment of 

the evaluation of e.g.: 

<8ys1><$as1> 

and of 

<st list 1 > end --
<8ys1><$as1> ~st list1~ forend. 

If the for list element is a while element or a ste~ until element we 

use the definitions in [1] 9 4.6.4.2 and 4.6.4.3. 

11. Procedure statements and function designators (T 10.1 to T 10~5) 

We distinguish four cases. 

1. A single identifier, occurring as a procedure statement where in 

the corresponding declaration the identifier was not defined as a 

type procedure (for the case that the identifier was declared as a 

type procedure we refer to T 10.44), i.e. something of the form 

,:!!::. : <id1> 1 see also T 3.8. We search the embracing blocks until we 

find the corresponding declaration in the block with bn <8ys1> (if the 

identifier turns out to be formal we substitute the actual para.meter 

and continue with the evaluation of~: <id2><8ys2>). 

Then we evaluate: 

a. enter :i2rocedure <8ys1> ( see T 10. 16). 

b. the first label of the procedure body which was stored at the time 

of declaration (see T 7.29, T 7.37 and T 7.38). 

c. exit :12rocedure (see T 10.17). 

2. A procedure identifier followed by a non empty actual para.meter 

part, occurring as a procedure statement; i.e. something of the form 

!,l: <id1> (<actpalist1>). We again search the embracing blocks for 

the corresponding declaration (we perform the substitution of an 

actual parameter for the formal <id1> if necessary) which will look 

like <id1><8ys1> ( extformallist1 ). 

Then "we evaluate 
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a. enter p:i::,ocedure <f3ys1> 

b. <id1><8ys1> (<extformallist1>) op8 <id1><8ys1>· (<actpalist1>), 

this leads to the formal actual substitution and the evaluation of 

the first label of the procedur~ body (see below for more details), 

c. exit procedure. 

Remark: For the case that the procedure was declared as a type proce

dure we refer to 10.45. 

3. A single identifier occurring in an expression, where the correspond

ing declaration defines the value of a function designator and has the 

form <type1>£rocedure <id1><8ys1> ~ <8ys2>a. 

Then we evaluate 

a. ~nter procedur~ <8ys1> 

b. ~e~in 

c. <typel> <id1> 

d. <8ys2>a 

e. function value 

.2£.!1 <id1> 

f • end .......... 
g. exit ~roc,edure 

h. function value 

a fictitious block is introduced, 

a type declaration for the procedur~ 

identifier is given in this new block, 

the procedure body is executed, 

the value assigned to the procedure 

identifier is stored 

end of the fictitious block 9 

finally the value of the function 

designator is equal to the value of 

function value. 

This mechanism is capable of handling recursive function designators. 

4o A procedure identifier followed by a non empty actual parameter 

part occurring in an expression. This is treated similarly to case 3 

except for a change ind. For now we first have to do the formal 

actual substitution and after this we perform the evaluation of the 

first label of the procedure body. 

Next we give some details concerning the formal actual substitution. 

1. A,formal parameter which is called by value and was specified 

integer or boolean. 



We evaluate 

a. begin 

b. <type1><id1> 

c. <type1><id1> op9.<actpa1> 

we enter a fictitious block, 

declaration in the fictitious block, 

this resembles an assignment statement 

with some precautions because of the 

possibility of clash of names, 

d. the formal actual substitution of the remaining parameters, if neces-

sary 9 

e. the first label of the procedure body, 

we leave the fictitious block. 

2. A formal parameter <id1> which is called by name: 

a. If there are formal parameters left in the extended formal list 

which are called by value they are treated first (see T 10.20). 

b. Otherwise we evaluate 

b1. begin 

b2. <id1> .2E..!.Q_ <actpa1> 

we enter a fictitious block, 

the effect is that a note is left in V 

to the effect that <actpa1> is the cor

responding actual of <id1>; moreover, 

<id1> is supplied with the current bn and 

<actpa1> with the bn of the b+ock in 

which the procedure is called, 

b3. The formal actual substitution of the remaining parameters, if 

necessary. 

b4. The first label of the corresponding procedure body, 

we leave the fictitious block. 

3. A formal parameter which was called by value and was specified 

integer procedure or boolean Qrocedure is treated like a formal 

parameter called by value and specified integer or boolean. 

4. Value arrays. 

a. a new block is created. 

b. the declaration of the actual array identifier is looked up. 

c. the formal parameter is declared to be an array with the same 

~ type and the same bound pair list as the actual parameter. 
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d. the value of the actual array identifier (i.e. the value of the 

corresponding array of subscripted variables) is assigned to the 

newly declared array (truths T 10.40 to T 10.43). 

e. the formal actual substitution of the remaining parameters is per

formed, if necessary. 

f. we leave the block which was created in a. 

12. Goto statements (T 9.1 to T 9.26) 

In truths T 9.1 to T 9.4 the case is treated in which the designational 

expression which occurs in the goto statement is not a label or a 

switch designator. 

In truths T 9.5 to T 9.7 the value of a conditional goto statement 

is defined {after application of T 3.3 to T 3.5 every conditional 

statemement has been rewritten as a sequence of other statements in 

which the only conditional statements are if statements of the form 

if <bexp> ~ goto <dexp>). 

In the evaluation of i,! <bexp1 > ~ goto <dexp1 > 

we distinguish three cases: 

1. <bexp1> is equal to the symbol false. 

( 1 ) 

T4en we add~ to V. It is clear that this has no influence on the 

evaluation of the rest of the program so here we have the equivalent 

of the dummy statement (except for the fact that possible side ef

fects of the evaluation of the boolean expression which turned out to 

have the value false are not cancelled). 

2. cbexp1> is equal to the symbol~• Then the value of (1) is equal 

to the value of goto <dexp1>. 

3. Neither 1 nor 2 holds. Then we evaluate 

i! ~ {<bexpJ>} ~ goto <dexp1> • 

Two possibilities arise: 

3.1. <bexp1> has the value false or true. Then in the next step 1 or -
2 will apply. 

3.2. <bexp1> has some other value {for example, if <bexp1> was a formal 

? parameter which was called by name with an integer as correspond-
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ing actual parameter). Then only truth T 1.1 applies and the value of 

the whole if statement is w. 

The evaluation of goto <label1> is governed by the following five 

rules: 

1. <label1> is supplied with the current bn and we continue the 

evaluation with goto <label1><8ys1>. 

2. By repeated application of the rule 

goto <label1><8ys1><8y> ~ goto <label1><8ys1> 

(including the case that we do not need to apply it), we search 

the embracing blocks until one of the following three possibilities 

occurs: 

3. In V we find a rule of the form label <label1><8ys1><o8ys1> is - --. 
T<8ys2><¢as1> (such a rule was entered in Vas a result of the 

application of T 3.15). 

Then, first <8ysl>~o8ys1~ is added to V; hence, the bn of the 

block in which <labell> was declared (with an obvious extension 

of the meaning of declared) is activated. Next we evaluate 

T<8ys2><¢as1> which leads to the continuation of the execution of 

the program with the statement which was labelledby <label1>. 

4. In V we find a rule of the form 

<id1><8ys1> op2 (<dexp1>/<8ys2>~68ys1~). 

Then, in order to evaluate goto <id1><8ys1> (apparently <idl> is 

a formal parameter) we do the following: 

4.1. save bn <id1><8ys1>jthis was defined in T 4.22. 

4.2. the bn of the block in which the procedure statement contain-

ing ~oto <idl> occurred is activated 9 

4.3. goto <dexp1> is evaluated. 

4.4. the bn which was saved in 4.1 is restored. 

In order to avoid clash of names we need 4.2 but because 

goto ~dexp1> might prove to be equivalent to the dummy statement 

we have to take the precautions 4.1 and 4.4. 

5. Neither 3 nor 4 applies. Then finally we have to evaluate 

goto <label1>8y there is no longer an embracing block and the 

,/alue of the goto statement is w. 
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Finally we consider the case where the designational expression is a 

switch designator, say <id1> [<subexp1>]. 

We supply the switch identifier with the current bn 5 evaluate the 

subscript expression and search the embracing blocks until we find 

the one in which the switch identifier had been declared; i.e., sup

posing we were evaluating goto <id1><Bys1>[<subexp1>] until we find 

in V: switch <id1><Bys1>~6Bys1~ (the case of a formal switch identi

fier 1s similar to a formal array identifier). 

Then we do the following: 

1. We save the current bn. 

2. We activate <Bys1>~6Bys1~. 

This is necessary becaus~ of [ 1] , 5. 3. 5. 

3. We evaluate £F..1l <id1><Bys1> [<subexp1>] • 

The result of the switch declaration was a list of the form: 

<id1><Bys1> [<aexp>] ~ undefined switch designator 

<id1><Bys1>[1] is <dexp> co 

<id1><Bys1>[2] 1s <dexp>, 

co ....... 
( 1 ) 

etc. Now, if <subexp1> is less than 1 or greater than the number of 

items in the switch list the effect of~ <id1><Bys1> [<subexp1>] is 

that we add to V: 

<id1><Bys1>[<subexp1>]~ fundefined switch designatort. 

Otherwise we distinguish between two cases: 

3.1. The designational expression which stands at the right hand 

side of the symbol~ in the list is a label or a switch 

designator (here of course we select that item in the list (1) 

where the value of the subscript in the left hand side is equal 

to <subexp1> in 2J2.!l <id1><Bys1> [<subexp1>]). 

Then we add to V (after an intermediate introduction of op14) 

<id1><Bys1> [<subexp1>] ~ f<dexp1>} • 

3.2. <dexp1> is not a label or a switch designator. 

This case is reduced to 3.1 by application of T 9.20 to T 9.23. 

4.We reactivate the bn which was saved in 1. 

5.we evaluate 

,6?tO !2:. {<id1><Bys1>[<subexp1>]}, 

where the value of <id1><Bys1>[<subexp1>] was written in Vas a 



result of application of the rules explained in 3. For example 

goto.!! {<id1><8ys1>[o]} leads to the evaluation of goto 

'!_ndefined switch designator. 

This has the effect that~ is added to v. 
Again this does not influence the evaluation of the rest of the 

program (with the same reservations as with the conditional goto 

statement). 

13. Expressions (T 12.1 to T 17 .69) 

In truths T 12.1 to T 12.90 we give the syntactic definitions of 

<exp> and <decl exp> • 
<int varid> and <decl int varid>, 

<boolean varid> and <decl boolean varid> 9 

<int array id> and <decl int array id>, 

<boolean array id> and <decl boolean array id>, 

<subexplist> and <decl subexplist>, 

<int var> and <decl int var>, 

<boolean var> and <decl boolean var>, 

<actpa> and <decl actpa> 9 

<int functdes> and <decl int functdes> 9 

<boolean functdes> and <decl boolean functdes>. 

We use the information which was left in Vas a result of the prescan 

and apply the standard technique for the search in embracing blocks. 

In truths T 13.1 to T 13.30 we define syntactically <aexp> and 

<decl aexp>. Here we use the definitions of <in>, <int var>, 

<decl int var>, <int functdes> 9 <decl int functdes>, <bexp> and 

<decl bexp>. 

In truths T 14.1 to T 14.40 we define syntactically <bexp> and 

<decl bexp>. 

Here we use the definitions of 

<logical value>, <boolean var>, <decl boolean var>, <boolean functdes>, 

<decl boolean functdes>, <saexp> and <decl saexp>. 

In truths T 15.1 to T 15.26 we define the syntax of designational 
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expressions. 

In truths T 16.1 to T 16.7 we define syntactically the value of: 

a conditional arithmetic expression, 

a conditional boolean expression, 

an arithmetic expression between parentheses, 

a boolean expression between parentheses. 

In truths T 16.8 to T 16.40 we define the value of a boolean expres

sion. First we give some general truths concerning expressions in

volving variables and function designators or expressions containing 

more than one operator 9 then we define the truth-tables for the· logical 

operators and finally we treat relations involving integers: 

every relation is reduced to the relation <in><<in> which in turn is 

reduced to the evaluation of <in> <0 which is defined in T 16.38 to 

T 16.40. 

Truths T 16.41 and T 16.42 are useful in the evaluation of e.g. 

+(-3); truths T 16.43 to T 16.45 we use in the evaluation of e.g. 

3+(-5) and +3!,_ +5. 

Truths T 16.46 to T 16.49 define the value of an arithmetic expression 

involving integer variables or function designators or expressions 

containing more than one operator. 

The special form of T. 16.46 was introduced to treat a case like 

(-2)+(+2): using the obvious form of truth T 16.46 this would have 

been equivalent to -2 t 2 which is wrong. 

Truths T 16. 50 to T 16. 57 define exponentiation, integer division a.nd 

multiplication. 

Truths T 16.58 to T 16.98 define addition and subtraction. 

The value of a part of the program w~ich was lef~ undefined, said to 

be undefined or forbidden was w. The effect of truth T 17.68 is that 

in such a case the value of the whole program is w. 

14. A conclusion 

We aote that the description in Chapter 3 has been lengthened and 

complicated considerably by: 
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1. The requirement that all identifiers of a block be declared, even 

in sections of the program which are not executed. 

2. The requirement that no identifier be declared more than once in any 

one block head. 

3. The requirement that the effect of a goto statement, leading into a 

for statement, be undefined. 

4. The requirement that the value of the controlled variable be unde

fined upon exhaustion of the for list. 

5. The possibility of clash of names, cf. the last sentences of [1], 

4. 7. 3. 2 and 4. 7. 3. 3 and also [ 1] 9 5. 3. 5. 

6. The requirement that the effect of a goto statement leading to an 

undefined switch designator be equivalent to the dummy statement. 

7. The requirement that it be possible that a type procedure is used 

as a statement. 

It seems desirable that one not burden ALGOL X unnecessarily by these 

and similar requirements. 

15. List of truths which need some special explanation 

T 1.2 <program1> which may be a compound statement or may be labelled 

is transformed into 

begin integer dummy; <program1> ~-

the bn is set to 8y 9 the prescan is performed and by asking for 

the value of Sya. the program is executed. 

T 1.24 - T 1.25 see also for statement. 

T 2.1 - T 2.33 some special measures were taken for the inclusion of 

the dummy statement because the mechanism of the processor can

not handle a truth of the form "ill <unlabelled basic st> ". Hence 9 

we have to use the optional brackets ~and! in places where a 

dummy statement might occur, e.g. T 2.20 9 T 2.23. T 2.30 etc. 

T 3.8 the procedure statement is supplied with st: in view of the pos-........ 
sibility that <procst1> is a type procedure, in which case we 

know later on that we are not interested in the function value. 
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T 3.11 <8ys1><Sy1>was left in Vas a result of the evaluation of 

<block1> i:J. <decl block>. However, at the moment of application 

of T 3.11 it is not the current bn since this has been reset 

to <8ys1 >. . 

T 4. 1 a case like integer i,j; ••• 
••• integer i; integer j; ••• • 

T 4.20 see also procedure statements. 

T 5.14 cf. T 4.1. 

is transformed into 

T 7.26 we check (during the prescan) whether the number of actual 

parameters is equal to the number determined by the formal 

parameter list of the corresponding declaration. 

T 7.37 cf. T 3.11. 

T 7.41 - T 7.47 an extended formal list is a list of formal parameters 

each of which may be extended with an indication that it occurs 

in the value part. 

T 7.48 we ignore the specifications. 

T 8.31 this truth applies if T 8.43 to T 8.46 do not apply, e.g. in 

the evaluation of boolean <id><8ys>:= <in> • (1) 

We use it in order to avoid infinite application of T 8.27 in 

a case like (1). 

T 10.5 9 T 10.10 see also T 10.44 and T 10.45. 

T 10.20 we first perform the call by value of the remaining parameters: 

<ext formal list1> is not simply a <idlist> , otherwise we 

would have had to apply T 10.21 first. 

T 10.25 cf. T 8.31. 

T 11.9, T 11.10 the only difference between these truths is the ad

dition of <intvar1> to forend in T 11.9. 

T 11.11, T 11.12 the only difference between these truths is that we 

set <intvar1> tow in T 11.12. 

T 12.89 9 T 12.90 see also T 7.26. 

T 16.1 - T 16.7 the corresponding definitions for designational ex-
,. 

pressions are given in T 9.1 to T 9.4 and T 9.20 to T 9.23. 
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T 17.56 cf. T 11.15. 

T 17.57 cf. T 1.2, T 7.29 and T 7.30. 

T 17.58, T 17.59 cf. T 3.3 to T 3.5, T 11.14 and T 11.15. 



Chapter 3 

In this chapter we give the formal definition of ALGOL 60. For typo

graphical reasons we introduced some changes in the notation: 

i denotes { 

) denotes } .... 
: denotes .:... - . 
:=: denotes :, 

a denotes - a 

b denotes B .... 
c denotes y .... 
d denotes 0 .... 
f denotes cp -
l denotes A .... 
m denotes µ 

o denotes w .... 
t denotes T -
Thus, e.g., l?£_ should be read as Byand not as an independent basic 

symbol, created by underlining. 

The numbers to the left of the t~uths are not to be interpreted as a 

part of the truths; they are used only for reference purposes. 

Errata 

T 1.18 should read: 

begin <Bys1>~oBys1! ~ t <Bys1>By ~oBys1~ t .£2 

T 1.21 should read: 

~ By ~ f ~ By i!. f <name> H .£2 

T 9.17 should read: 

switch <id1><8ys1>~o8ys1! + goto <id1><8ys1>[<subexp1>] 

is - ' 
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{save bn <id1><Sys1> .9.2. f<Sys1>.::,oSys1~ t .9.2. 
op13 <id1><Sys1>[<subexp1>} .9.2. goto .Y!. {<id1><Sys1>[<subexp1>]} 

co reset bn <id1><Sys1>} co 
..... ---- -
T 15.14 should read: 

switch <id1><Sys1> ~<id1><Sys1> ill <decl switchid> co • 

On page 48 items 4 and 5 should be interchanged. 



" 



1. 1 <name> is {: ,2 :t ~ 
1. 2 <programl> is 

,L { ~ :t, ~ bca : integer ~PD <programl> ~ ~ ~ .L ££_ 

1. 3 begin <decllistl> <stlistl> end in <declblock> is 
(i)egin co <decllTstl> <stlish> -end ) co - ~- - - - --

1. 4 <bcsl> --> <decllistl> < stlistl> end is 
( - ·f <bcsl>a is ( <r <bcsl>a 1s T begin co 
- ·f !.. <bcsl>~ -is !.. <bcsl>aa .. J co <bcsl>aa L :} ~ <bcsl>~ .L :t ~ 

<bcsl>~ : <decllistl> ::::_stlist12:_ end ["' ££_ 

1.5 <bcsl><fasl>: end is 

1. 6 
1. 7 

1. 8 
1. 9 

1.10 
1.11 

1.12 

. ( T <bcl><fasl>is T end co ·r <bcsl><fasl> is 
-.L { !._ <bcsl><fasl>- is encf :t co ~bcsl>~ L :rco L :-.j, ££. <~Sl>~ L ££. 

a 
a<as> 

<as> 

in <as> co 
In <i's> co 

in <fas> co 
<as>f<faS> - <ms> co m - --
b in <bs> co 
15<:bs> In <bs> co 
<bs>c in <be> co - -

1. 13 <be> in <bes> co 
1.14 <bc><bcs> in dies> co 
1.15 
1.16 

- - - - -
d <bes> 
d<bcs><dbcs> 

in <clbCS> CO 
in <dbcs> co 

1.17 <bcsl>~sl~ --> ~ is begin <bcsl><dbcsl2:_ ££. 

1. 18 begin <b£_sl><dbcsl2::_ is ·t <bcsl>bc ~sl2:_ :t ££_ 

1.19 <bcsl><bcl><dbcs> --> 
begin <bcslxdbcsl2::, is •t <bcsl>~ <bcl><~sl2:_ :i, ££_ 

1. 20 <~sl><dbcsl> --> end is ~ <bcsl><dbcsl2:_ ££_ 

1.21 end be is< end be 

1.23 end in <end> co 

1.24 
1.25 

forend 
forend <intvar> 

in <end> co 
In <end> co 



2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 

2.5 
2.6 

2.7 
2.8 
2.9 

2.10 
2.11 
2.12 

2.13 
2.14 
2.15 

<typedeclaration> in <declaration> co - <declaration> co <arraydeclaration> in 
<switchdeclaration> in <declaration> co 
<proceduredeclaration> - <declaration> co in 

<declaration> ; in <decllist:> co 
<decllist><declaration> . - <decllist:> co , Ill 

<assst> 
goto <dexp> 
<procst> 

in <unlabelledbasicst> co 
fri <unlabelledbasicst:> co 
in <unlabelledbasicst> co 

<unl abell edbasicst:> 
<label> 
<label> : <basicst:> 

in <basicst> co 
in <basicst:> co 
in <basicst:> co 

<block> 
<compoundst> 
<basic st> 

in <uncst> co 
in <uncst:> co 
In <uncsb co 

2. 16 <uncst:> in <st:> co 
2. 1 7 <condst:> in <st:> co 
2.18 <forst> in <st> co 
2.19 
2.20 

2.21 

<st:> 
<st> ; <stlist> 

; ~ stlist2:, 

in <stlist> co 
in <stlist> co 
in <special stlist> co 

2. 22 begin <stlist> end in <unlabelledcompound> co 

in <compoundst> co 2.23 
2.24 

- - -
<unlabelledcompound> 
<label> : <compoundst> in <compoundst> co 

2. 25 begin <decllist> ~ stlis~ end in <unlabelledblock> co 

2. 26 <unlabelledblock> in <block> co 
2. 27 <label> : <block> in <block> co 
2.28 
2.29 

2.30 
2.31 

2.32 
2.33 

<block> 
<compoundst> 

!,!!, <program> ~ 
in <program> co 

if <bexp> then <uncst> 
if <bexp> then <forst:> 

in <condst> co 
in <condst> co 

if <bexp> then <uncst> else <st> 
<label> : <condst:> 

in <condst> co 
in <condst> co 



3. 1 <bcsl><fasl> : ; < stlistl><endl> is 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

<6csl><fasl> < stlistl><endl> co 

<bcsl><fasl> 
<bcsl><fEsl> 

<bcsl><fasl> 
<ncsl><fasl> 

<bcsl><fasl> 
<bcsl><fasl> 

<bcsl><fasl> 

<bcslXfasl> 

- -
: begin < stlistl> end <specialstlistl> <endl> is 

- - ::, · stlistl>- ~ specialstlist~ <enal> co 

if <bexpl> then < uncstl> <specialstlistl> <endl> is 
ti 7 ( <bexpl> ) then goto <bcsl><f asl>l ; -
::,uncst12_; <bcslXfasl>!_: ::_specialstlist12:(endl> ~ 

if <bexpl> then < forstl> <specialstlistl><endl> is 
if 7 ( <bexpi>T then goto - <bcsl><fasl>-1 ; -
::, forstl~ ; <£S_sl><fasl>!_: :s_spectalstlistl~endl> ~ 

: if <bexpl> then < uncstl> else <stl> 
< specialstTisti> <endl> is"' - -

: if 7 ( <bexpl>-) then e:oto <bcslXfasl>l ; 
<uncstl> ; goto <bcsl><fasl>m ; <bcsl><fasl>l 
;stl~ ; <bcsl><fasl>p : :;_specialstlistl~endl> ~ 

3. 6 <bcsl><fasl> : if <bexpl> then e:oto <dexpl><specialstlistl><endl> is 
li<£S.Sb<fasl> is ( <bexpl> in <decl bexp>co <dexpl> !!l <decl dexp> co 
·t <bcsl><fa.sl> is T { t <bcsl><fasl> is 

( if-<bexpl> then- goto-<dexpl> co t <bcsl><fasl>a ) :t co 
- <bcsl><fasl>a LJ co<bcsl><fasl>a) 7 co - - - -
<bcsl><fasl> f -= s_-specialstlistl~ - <endl> L ~ 

3. 7 <bcsl><fasl> : f!'oto <dexpl> < specialstlistl> <endl> is 
( ---=l: <bcsl><fas'i>Is ( <dexIJl.> in <decl dexp> co -
- ·f <bcsl><fasl> is L-{ !_:::bcsl><fasl> is -

( goto <dexpl> co t <bcsb<fasl> a ):1 co <bcsl><fasl> a ) i, co 
<li'cs'Ixfasl> ! L :f co <ncsl><fasl>f : :S_specialstlistl~ <endl> L co 

3. 8 <bcsl><fasl> : <procstl> < specialstlistl> <endl> is 
( 7 <bcsl><fasl> is ( <procstl> in <decl procst> co 
- ,t <bcsl><fasl> is T { t <bcsl><f asl> is -
( st : <procstl>co t<bcsl><fasl>a ) :f":co <bcsl><fasl > a ) :t co 
<bcsl><fasl> !L :f co <eE_sl><fasl>!: :s_specialstlistl~<end1>1_ ~ 

3. 9 <bcsl><fasl> : <assstl> < specialstlistl> <endl> is 
L7 <bcsl><fasl> is < <assstl> !!!. <deer assst> co 
i <bcsl><fasl> isl r t <bcsl><fasl> is 

( <assstl> co t <bcsl><fasl>a> :t co <bcsl><fasl>a ) i co 
<bcsl><fasl>!l:f co <bcslxfasl>!: :S_specialstlistI8endl> L ~ 



3.10 

3.11 

3.12 

3.12 

3.13 

3.14 

<bcsl><fasl> : <blockl> <specialstlistl> <endl> ---- ,__. - .... is r { <bcsl><fasl> is ( <blockl> in <declblock> co 
-firstlabelofblock <bcsl><fasl> co {: <bcsl><fasl> Ts 

( { t<bcsl><fasl>is ( -firstiabelo:fhlpck <bcsl><:fasl> co 
[ <bcsr:><r~sl>!!:, Li- co <bcsl><fasl>!!:, L :f co <bcsb><f~sl>!!:, Li- £2. 

<bcsl><fasl> a : <specialstlistl> <endl> ) co - - - - - --
<bcsl><bcl> --> firstlabelofblock <bcsl><fasl> is 
•~ -firstiabelofblock <bcsl><f~l> is- <bcsl><~l>!!:, i- co 

<bcsl><fasl> : <labell> : < stlistl> <endl> 
( Tabel <labell><bcsl> co {-<bcsl><iasl> is ( { <bcsl><fasl> is 
f<labell> op3 <bcsl><fasi>a co:f'. t <bcsl><fasl> is t<bcslxfasl>a =t- co 
<hcsl><fasi>a. ):-:fco <bcsG<Tasl>a T i- co - - - - - -
<§:slxiasl>f: <stlistl~ <endl> - [ co_ 

label <labell><bcsl> ~ { ~ <labell><bcsl> :~ £2. 

<specifier> <labellXbcsl> --> label <labell><~sl> ~ £_ co 

<bcsl><dbcsl> --> <labell> op3 <bcs2xfasl> is 
{ label <labellxbcsl ~sl2:_ is-!_ <bcs2xfasl> =t- £2. 



4.1 <bcsl><fasl> : <localorowntypelxidl>,<idlistl>; 
- - · <decllistl> <stlistl> end is 

<bcsl><fasl>:<localorowntypel><idl>;<i°ocalorowntypelxidlistl>; 
- ...... <decllist12:_ ~ stlistl> ~ ~ 

4. 2 integer in <type> co 
4. 3 boolean Iii <type> §2: 

4.4 
4.5 

4.6 
4.7 

<id> 
<id>,<idlist:> 

in <localorowntype> co 
in <localorowntype> co 

in <idlist:> co 
Tri <idlist:> co 

4. 8 <localorowntype><idlist:> in <typedeclaration> ~ 

4. 9 <bcsl><fasl> : <typel> <idl> ; <decllistl> <stlistl> end is 
( <typel><idlXbcsl> co ·f <bcslxfasl> is r ·f <bcsl><fasl> is 
-( { t <bcsl><fasl> is {<typelXidl> co t<bcsl><fasl>a T ::~ co 

- <bcsl><fasl>a 7 - :t co <bcsl><fas:Ga ) T co - - -
<bcslxfasl> a : < decllistl> <stlist:G - end L ~ 

4.10 <~sl><dbcs2:_ --> <typel><idl> is { <typel><idl><bcsl> :} ~ 

4.11 <typel><idl><bcsl> is < <typelXidl><~sl> J ~ 

4.12 <specifierXidlX~sl> --> <typeXidl><~sl> is o co 

4.13 <bcslXfasl> : own <typel><idl>; <decllistl> <stlistl> end is 
( <typel><idlXbcsl>co <f <bcsl><fasl-.,. is -( - { <bcsl><fasi> is 
-( { t <bcsl><fasl> is r <bcsl><fasl>: own <typelXidl>co 
r <bcsl><fasl>a, :ko<bcsl><fasl>a (1 co <bcsl><fasl>a ) :rco 
<bcslxfasi>a -=-< decllistl> <stlistl>-end ) co - - -- - - -

4.14 <bcsl><dbcs> --> <bcs2><fasl> : own <typelXidl> is 
L-{ <typel><idlXbcsl> f" ~ {-["<bcs2xfasl> is 

i_ <bcs2><~sl> : ~!!. <typel><idl><bcsl>~!. <bcsl><fasl>~L=t L££ 

4.15 <bcslxdbcs> --> <bcs2xfasl> : own <typel><id1Xbcs3> is 
( 7 <typel><idl><bcsl>::~ co { <idlXbcsl> is <idl><bcs3> ::t co 
-{ !_ <bcs2><fasl>-is - - - - -
i_ <bcs2Xfasl> =~!!. <typelXidlX~sl> ~ !._ <bcsl><fasl>~ L=t L~ 



4 .16 <bcs1X-2E.£_82:_ --> <idl> is <idlXbcsl> ££, 

4.17 <id>bc is o co - - --
4.18 <idlXbcslXbc> is <idlXbcsl> co -
4.19 <idlXbcsl> op2 ( <expl> / <bcs2X-2E.£_sl2:_ ) --> 

<idl><bcsl> is ( savebn <idlXbcsl> co { <bcs2Xdbcsl> :J, co 
<idl><bcsl> op15 <expl> ££_ resetbn<idl><bcsl> co - -
result <idlXbcsl> L ££_ 

4. 20 L <typel> procedure <idl><bcsl> ~ <~s2>~ L --> 

<idlXbcsl> is 
( enterprocedure <bcsl> co begin co <typelXidl> co <bcs2>a co 
fuhctionvalue ~ <icfl> co end co exitprocedure corunctionvalue ) co 

4.21 <typeXidl><~sl> --> <id1X££:Sl> is £_ ££. 

4.22 <bcslXdbcsl> --> savebn <id1Xbcs2> is 
{-reseffin <ict1Xbcs2> ~ { <bcsixdbcsl2:, ::\, J ££_ 

4. 23 <idl><bcsl> op15 <expl> is <idlXbcsl> op15 ~ L <expl>L ££_ 

4. 24 <idlxbcsl> op15 <inl> is <I: result <idlXbcsl> is <inl> :j, ££_ 

4. 25 <idlxbcsl> op15 <logicalvaluel> is 
{ result <idlXbcsl> is<logicalvaluel> ::I, ££_ 

4. 26 functionvalue op15 <idl> is functionvalue ~ va <idl> co 

4. 27 functionvalue op15 <inl> is ·r functionvalue is <inl> ::\, co 

4.28 functionvalue op15 <logicalvaluel> is 
J: functionvalue is <logicalvaluel> 1" ££_ 



5 .1 <decl aexp> : <decl aexp> in <decl bpair> co 
5. 2 <aexp> : <aexp> in <bpair> S2_ -

5. 3 <decl bpair> in <decl bplist> co 
5. 4 <bpair> !E_ <bplist> S2. -

5. 5 <decl bpair>,<decl bplist> in <decl bplist> co 
5. 6 <bpair>, <bplist> in <bplist> co -

5. 7 <in> : <in> in <intbplist> co 
5. 8 <in> : <in>, <intbplist> in <intbplist> co 

5. 9 <id> [ <bplist> ] in <arraysegment> co 
5.10 <id>,<arraysegment> in <arraysegment> co 

5.11 <arraysegment> in <arraylist>co 
5 .12 <arraysegment>,<arraylist> in <arraylist> S2. 

5.13 <localorowntype>array <arraylist> in <arraydeclaration> co 

5.14 <bcsl><fasl> : <localorowntypel> array <arraysegmentl>, 
- - <arraylistl>;~decllistl~ ~stlist12:, end 

is 
<bcsl><fasl> :<localorowntypel> array <arraysegmentl> ; 
<loca.lorowntypel> array <arraylistl> ;::_decllist12:, ~stlist12:, ~ S2. 

5.15 <bcsl><fasl> <typel> array <icllistl> [<bplistl>] ; 
<decllistl> <stlistl> end - -is r <typel> array <idlistl> [<bplistl>] <bcsl> co -

-:~ <bcsl><fasl> is ( <~ <bcsl><fasl>is CT t <bcsl><fasl> is 
( <typel> array <icllistl>[<bplistl> JCO t<bcsb<fasl>a ) :f":co -
- <bcslxfasl:>a ) :j, co <bcsl><fas:Gal :t co - - -

<bcsl><fasl>a: <decllistl> <stlistl> end l co -- - -- --
5 .16 <typel> array <idl>,<idlistl>[<bplistl>] <££_sl> 

is r <typel> array <idl> [<bplistl>] <bcsl> co 
- <typel> array <idlistl> [<bplistl>T <bcsl> ) co 

5.17 <typel> array <idl> [<bplistl>] <bcsl> <bcl> 
is r <typel> array <idl><bcsl><bcl> co { <bcsl> > co 
- <bplistl> in <decl bplist> co ·t-<bcsl><bcl> :f-L co 

5. 18 <typel> array <id1><££_sl> ~ { <typel> array <idl><bcsl> { S2_ 
5.19 <specifier><idl:><:££_sl> --> <type> array <idl><bcsl> is 2. S2. 



5. 20 <typel> array <idlistl> [<bplistl>] !!_ 
<typel> array <idlistl> [ ~ L <bplistl> L ] ~ 

5. 21 <typel> array <idl>,<idlistl> [ <intbplistl> ] is 
L <typel> a_rray <idl> [<intbplistl>] co 
<typel> arrav <idlistl> [<intbplistl>] L ~ 

5. 22 <bcsl> < dbcsl> --> <typel> array <idl> [<intbplistl>] is 
{-<typel:>arrey <idl> <~sl> [ <intbplistl>] =t ~ 

5.23 <bcsl><bcl> < dbcsl> --> <aexpl>: <aexp2> is 
Cl: <bcsl> <cfficsli"::!- ~ *pair op15 <aexpl>: <aexp2> £2_ 

{ <££.s1><££1> ~sl~ £2_ bpair L ~ 

5.24 bpair op15 <aexpl> : <aexp2> is 
bpair op15 ~ L <aexpl> L : va L <aexp2> L ~ 

5. 25 bpair op15 <inl> : <in2> !!_ <f bpair ~<inl> : <in2> :t ~ 
5. 26 <aexpl> : <aexp2> ,<bplistl> is 

~ L <aexpl> : <aexp2> L , va L <bplistl> L co 

5. 27 <intbplistl> is { <intbplistl> i £2_ 

5. 28 <bcsl><fasl> : own <typel> array <idlistl> [<bplistl>] ; 
- - --< decllistl> < stlistl> end -is 

( <typel> arrav <idlistl>[<bplistl>] <bcsl> co 
-:r <bcsl><fasl> is ( -1: <bcsl><fasl> is T { t<bcsl><fasl> is 

( <ocsl><:fasl>-: own <typel> arrav <ialistl> [<liplistl> fco -
t<bcsl><fasi> a ) :t co-<bcsl><fasl>a ) :t co <bcsl><fasl>a ) :t co 
<bcsl><fasl>a : < decllistl> < stlistl> - end-) co - - - --- - - - -

5. 29 <bcsl><fasl> : own <typel> arr av <idlistl> [ <bplistl> ] is 
<bcsl><fasl> : own <typel> array <idlistl> [ va ( <bplistl> ) co - - -- ------- -- -

5.30 <bcs3><dbcs> --> 
<bcsl><fasl> : own <typel> arr av <idlistl>[<intbplistl>] :::, ££.S2~ is - --
r{ t <bcsl><fasl> is 
- <bcsi><:fasl> : own <typel> arrav <idlistl>[<intbplistl> ]<bcs3>{ co 

OW£ <type!> arrav<idlistl> [<int'6plistl>] :s_ ££.S2~ !._ co- - -

5.31 OW£ <typel> array <idl>,<idlistl> [ <intbplistl>] ~sl~ ~ r own <typel> arrav <idl> [ <intbplistl> ] <bcsl> co 
- owf <typel> array <idlistl> [ <intbplistl> T <bcsl~ L £2. 



5. 32 <bcsl>S. ~~ --> ~~ <typel> array <idl> [ <intbplistl> ] ~ r <typel> array <id1><££_sl> [ <intbplistl> ] =t £2. 

5.33 <bcslXdbcs> --> own <typel> array <idl> [<intbplistl>]<bcs2> is -- - ~- -
L { <typel> array <idlXbcsl> [ <intbplistl>] i £2_ 

·t <subexplistl> opl <intbplistl> --> 
<idlxbcsl>[<subexplistl>] ~ <id1Xbcs2>[ <subexplistl>] ::I, L £2. 

5. 34 <inl> < <in3> /\ <in3> < <in2> --> 
<in3> -opl <inl> : <in2> co 

5. 35 <inl> < <in3> /\ <in3> < <in2> --> 
<in3>,<subexplistl> o& <inl> : <in2> ,<bplistl> ~ 

<subexplistl> ~ <bplistl > £2_ 

5. 36 <in> in <inlist> co 
in <inlist> co 5. 37 <in>,<inlist> 

5. 38 <subexpl>,<subexplistl> is 
~ L <subexpl> L . ~ L <subexplistl> co 

5. 39 <inlistl> ~ { <inlistl> { ~ 

5.40 <bcslX dbcs > --> 
<idl> r <subexplistl> ] is <idlxbcsl> [ ~ L <subexplistl> L ] ~ 

5.41 <id>££_ [ <subexplist> is o co 

5.42 

5.43 

5.44 

<idl><~sl><bc> [ <subexplistl>] is <idl><~sl> [ <subexplistl>] ~ 

<idlXbcsl> op2 ( <id2> / <bcs2> < dbcs>) --> 
<idl><bcsl>[<subexplistl>] is <id2><bcs2> [ <subexplistl> ] ~ 

<type> arrav <idl><bcsl> [ <bplist>] --> 
<idl><bcsl>

0 

[ < subexplist> ] is £_ ~ 



6. 1 <dexp> in <dexplist> co 
6. 2 <decl dexp> !!!_ <decl dexplist> £2. 

6 • 3 <dexp> , < dexplist> in <dexplist> co 
6 • 4 <decl dexp> , <decl dexplist> !!!_ <decl dexplist> co 

6.5 ~!..!E.!!, <id> := <dexplist> in <switchdeclaration> co 

6. 6 <bcsl><fasl> : switch <idl> := <dexplistl> ; 
- - <aecllistl> <stlistl> end is 

( switch <idl>,<bcsl> co ':f <bcsb<fas1>7s 
- ( <dexplistl> 1ii <decl dexplist> co {: <bcslxfasl> is 

-( i t <bcsl><fasl> is ( switch <idl> ;;;-<dexplistl>co 
t<bcsl><fasl>a) 1 co<bcsl><fasl>a ) :j, co <bcslxfasl>a ) 1 co 

<bcsl><fasl>~ : <decllist12:, ~stlist12:, encl- L co - - - - -

6. 7 ~~ <idlXbcsl> ~ {: ~!!£!!. <idlXbcsl> 1 ~ 
6. 8 <specifier> <idl><~sl> --> ~~ <idlx~sl> is o co 

6.9 

6.10 

6 .11 

6.12 

6.13 

<bcsl><dbcsl> --> switch <idl> := <dexplistl> is 
L 7 switch <idlxbcslxdbcs12:, 1 ££_ <idl><~sl> op4 <dexplistl> ) co 

<idl><bcsl> £E:!. <dexpl> ~ 
L { <idlX~sl> [ <subexp>] ~ undefinedswitchdesignator 1 ££_ 

< <idl> <bcsl> [ 1 ] is <dexpl> :'f L ££_ 

<idl><bcsl> £E:!. <dexpl> , <dexplistl> ~ 
L { <idl><bcsl>[ <subexp>] ~ undefinedswitchdesignator :j,. ££_ 

{ <idl><bcsl> [ 1 ] is <dexpl> i co 
<idl><~sl> [ 2 ] op4 <dexplistl> 2._-co , 

<idl><bcsl> [ <uil> ] op4 <dexpl> , <dexplistl> ~ 
( {- <idlXbcsl> [ <uil> ] is <dexpl> :} co 
- <idl><bcsl>Lva L <uil> +7. L] 2 <dexplistl> ) co 

<idl><bcsl> [ <uil> ] op4 <dexpl> is 
{ <idl><bcsl> [ <uil> ]is <dexpl> -1 ££. 



7.1 
7.2 
7.3 

7.4 
7.5 
7.6 
7.7 

7.8 

7.9 
7.10 

7.11 

<type> in <valuespecifier> ~ -<type> array in <val uespecifier> ~ -<type> procedure in <valuespecifier> ~ 

label in <specifier> co 
switch ....... 

<specifier> ~ In 
procedure in <specifier> ~ -<val uespecifier> in <specifier> ~ 

value <idlist>; in <val uepart> ~ -
<specifier><idlist> ; 
<specifier><idlist>;<specpart> 

in <specpart> co 
Iii <specpart> co 

:5.type2::, procedure <id> ; ~s~ in <proceduredeclaration> co 

7. 12 <type> procedure <id> ( <idlist> ; 
~valueparl2::, :::_specpart2::_ ~s~ !!!_ <proceduredeclaration> co 

7 .13 <id> in <procid> ~ 

7 .14 <procid> ( <actpalist> ) in <procst> co 

7.15 <procid> in <procst> co 
7. 16 <decl procid> in <decl procst> ~ 

7.17 <bcsl> --> 
<idl> in <decl procid> is <idl><bcsl> in <decl procid> ~ 

7.18 

7.19 

7.20 

<id> be !!!_ <decl procid> is false co 

<idl><bcsl><bc> 
<idl><bcsl> 

in <decl procid> is 
in <decl procid> co 

formal <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl procid> ~ 

7.21 <type> procedure <idl><bcsl> --> 
<idl><bcsl> in <decl procid> ~ 

7. 22 <bcsl> --> <idl> ( <decl actpalistl> in <decl procst> is 
<id1><££_sl> ( <decl actpalistl> ) !!!_ <deci procst> ~ 

7. 23 <id> ££_ ( <actpalist> ) in <decl procst> is ~ co 

7.24 <idl><bcsl><bc> ( <actpalistl> ) 
<idl><§:sl> - ( <actpalistl> ) 

7. 25 formal <idl><bcsl> --> 

in <decl procst> is 
m <decl procst> co 

<id!X££_sl> ( <actpalistl> ) in <decl procst> ~ 

7. 26 <type> procedure <idlXbcsl>( <idlistl>) --> 
<idi><bcsl> ( <actpalist:GJ' in <decl procst> is 
<idlistl> op7 <actpalistl> -co - -



7. 27 <id> op7 <actpa> £9., 

7. 28 <id> , <idlistl> op7 <actpa> , <actpalistl> is 
<idlistl> op7. <actpalistl> £9.. -

7. 29 <bcsl><fasl> : <typel> procedure <idl>; < stl> ; 
- - <ctecllTstl> <stlistl> end is -

( <typel> procedure <idlXbcsl> co 1 <bcsl><fasl> is 
begin inte1rnr ~PY. ; s_st12:. end !E_ <declblock> co -
firstlabelofprocedurebody <bcsl><f asl> £9.. {: <bcsl><~sl> ~ 
( { t<bcsl><fasl > is ( <typel> procedure <idl> op6 
firstlabe'Iofprocedurebody <bcsl><fasl> co t <bcsl><fasl>a) ::j, co 
<bcsl><fasl>a ) :f co <bcsl><fasl>a r :'f co - - - -
<bcsl><fasl>a -= <cfecllistl> <stlist12:. - endL £9.. 

7. 30 <bcsl><fasb : s_typel:::::_ procedure <idl>{ <idlistl>) ;s_valuepart12:. 
<specpartl> <stl> ; <decllistl> <stlistl> end is 
f s_typel2:_ 2rocedure-<idl><bcsl>kidlistl>)co { <bcsl><fasl> ~ 
f begin co formal <idlistl> co begin integer dummy ; <stl> end 
in --«i'eclblock> co firstlabeiorprocedurebody <bcsl><fasl> co end co 
.f" <bcsl><fasl> is ( <t t <bcsl><fasl> is 
( <typel> procedure -<idl> kidlistl>); <valuepartl><specpartl> 
op6- firstlabelofprocedurebodv <bcsl><fasl> co t <bcsl><fasl>a ) :t,- co 
<bcslXfasl> a } ::f co <bcsl><:fasl> a r:J, co - - - - - - -
<bcsl><fasl> a -: <decllistl> -<stlistG end ) co - - - - -

7. 31 ~~ <idl> , <idlistl> is L form~ <idl> ££_ ~~ <idlistl> ) co 

7. 32 <bcsl> --> form&_ <idl> is { ~~ <idlX!?.£_s1> 1· £9., 

7.33 <typel> procedure <idl><bcsl> is 
i :s_type12:. procedure <idl><bcsl> 1 ££ 

7.34 <specifier> <idl><bcsl> --> s_type2:. procedure <idl><bcsl> is o co 

7. 35 <type12:. procedure <idlXbcsl> ( <idlistl> ) ~ 
f s_typel2:_ procedure <idl><bcsl> ( <idlistl> ) ::j, co 

7.36 <specifier> <idl><bcsl> --> 
s_type2:_ procedure <idl><!?.£.s1> ( <idlist> ) is o co 

7. 37 <bcsl><!?.£.1> --> firstlabelofprocedurebodv <2£_sl><fasl> ~ 
{: firstlabelofprocedurebodv <!?.£.sl><f asl> ~ < <bcsl><bcl> ~ ::j, ::j, S2. 

7.38 <bcsl><dbcs> --> <typel> procedure <idl> op6 
ffrstlabeiofprocedurebody <£S_s2><fasl> ~ -
::s_typel2:.procedure <idl><bcsl> op16 
~ ,L firstlabelofprocedurebody <bcs2><f ~sl> L co 

7. 39 ,. <type2:. procedure <idlX!?.£.sl> op16 <!?.£_s2>~ ~ 
.'f ::s_type12:. procedure <idl><bcsl> ~ <bcs2>~ ::j, S2. 



7. 40 <bcslXdbcs> --> <typel> procedure <idl> (< idlistl>); 
<valuepartl:><specpartf2:, op6'1irstlabelofprocedurebodv <bcs2><f_!.sl> ~ r <typel> procedure <idlXbcsl> op16 
!!. ,L firstlabelofprocedurebody <§,s2Xf_!.sl> L co 
<typel> procedure <idlXbcsl>(< idlistl>) ; 
svaluepart12:, 'S_specpart12:, T £2. 

7 .41 'S_valuespecifier2:_ <id>, in < leftformal> co 

7.42 
7.43 

<leftformal> 
<leftformalXleftformallist> 

in <leftformallist> co 
in <leftformallist> co 

7. 44 , ~valuespecifier~::id> in <rightformab £2_ 

7.45 
7.46 

<rightf ormal> 
<rightformal><rightf ormallist> 

in <rightformallist> co 
in <rightformallist> co 

7 .47 < leftformallist> <valuespecifier> <id><rightformallist> 
in <extf ormalTist> co - - -

7. 48 <typel2:, procedure <idl><bcsl> ( <extformallistl>) ; 'S_specpar~ is 
i :s_typel2:, procedure <id1X£S_sl> ( <extformallistl>) ::\- £2_ 

7.49 ( <typel> procedure <idl> <bcsl> 
f <leftformallistlxid2Xrighttormallistl> ) ; value <id2>, <idlistl>; 
<specpartl> <valuespecifierlXleftf ormallist2;;:-

<id2Xrightformallist2> ; <specpart2> ) is -
<typel> procedure<idl><bcsl> - - -
r <leftformallistl> <valuespecifierlxid2><rightformallistl> ) ; 
value <idlistl> ; <specpartl> <valuespecifierl><leftformali1st2> 
<id2~rightformallist22:, ; ~specpart22:, £2_ - -

7.50 <typel> procedure <id1><££_s1> 
f <leftformallistl> <id2Xrightformallistl> ) ; 
vaTue <id2> ; <specpart>-<valuespecifier:G <leftformallist> 
<id2><rightformallist> ;-<specpart> is - -
<typel> procedure <ichxbcsl> - -
r ~leftformallist12:, <valuespecifierl><id2~rightformallist12:_ ) ; co 



8.1 
8.2 

8.3 
8.4 

8.5 
8.6 

8.7 
8.8 

8.9 
8.10 

8.11 
8.12 

8.13 
8.14 

<intvar> := 
<intprocid> := 

in <intleftpart> co 
iii <intleftpart> ~ 

<decl intvar> := 
<decl intprocid:> .-

<booleanvar> := 
<booleanprocid> := 

<decl booleanvar> := 
<decl booleanprocid>:= 

<intl eftpart> 

in <decl intleftpart> co 
![ <decl intleftpart> co 

in <booleanleftpart> co 
in <booleanleftpart> ~ 

in <decl booleanleftpart> co 
in <decl booleanleftpart> co 

<intl eftpartXintleftpartlist> 
in <intleftpartlist> co 
in <intleftpartlist> co 

<decl intleftpart> 
<decl intleftpartxdecl intleftpartlist> 

<bool eanl ef tpart> 
<bool eanleftpartxbool eanl eftpartlist> 

in <decl intleftpartlist> co 
in <decl intleftpartlist> co 

in <booleanleftpartlist> co 
in <booleanleftpartlist> co 

8.15 <decl booleanleftpart> in· <decl booleanleftpartlist> co 
8.16 <decl booleanleftpartxdecrbooleanleftpartlist> 

8.17 
8.18 

8.19 
8.20 

8.21 
8.22 

8.23 
8.24 

8.25 
8.26 

~ <decl booleanleftpartlist> ~ 

<intleftpartli stxaexp> 
<booleanleftpartlistxbexp> 

in <assst> co 
in <assst> co 

<decl intleftpartlistxdecl aexp> 
<decl booleanleftpartlistxdecl bexp> 

<typeXidXbcs> := 
<type> array <idXbcs>[ <subexplisb ]:= 

<intl eftpart> 
<booleanleftpart> in 

in <extleftpartlist> co 
<extleftpartlist> co 

in <decl asssb co 
in <decl. ass st:> co - -

in <extleftpart> co 
in <extleftpart> co 

<extleftpart> 
<extleftpartxextl eftpartli st> 

in <extleftpartlist> co 
in <extleftpartlist> co 

8. 27 <extleftpartlxextleftpartlistlxexpl> is 
<extleftpartl~extleftpartlist~ ~ ,L <expl> L co 

8.28 
8.29 

<in> 
<logical value> 

in <constant> co 
1ii <constant> co 

8. 30 <extleftpartlXextleftpartlistlxconstantl> is 
,L <extleftpartlxconstantl> £2:(extleftpartlistlxconstantl> 2_ ~ 

8. 31 <extleftpartxconstant> ~ £_ ~ ,, 



8. 32 <bcsl><dbcs> --> <idl>:= <extleftpartlistlxexpl> is 
- - - <idl><~sl> := <extleftpartlistl><expl> £2. 

8. 33 <id>bc := ~extleftpartlis~exp> is o co 

8. 34 <idl><bcsl><bc> := <extleftpartlistl><expl> is 
<idl><bcsl> - := ~extleftpartlist18expl> co 

8. 35 <idl><bcsl> op2 ( <id2> / <bcs2><dbcs> ) --> 
<idl><ocsl>:~xtleftpartlistl> <expl> - is 
<id2><b_£,s2>:= ~ extleftpartlistf2;:<expl> co 

8. 36 <idl><bcsl> op2 ( <id2>[ <subexplistl>] / <~s2><~s2_ )--> 
<idl><bcsl> :=<extleftpartlistl> <expl> is 
<id2><b:§:s2>[ va-L <subexplistl>L] := ~extleftpartlistl2_ <expl> £2. 

8.37 <typel><idl><bcsl> --> 
<idl><bcsl>:= <extleftpartlistl:><expl> is 
~extleftpartlistf2_ <typel><idl><b_£,sl>:= <expl> co 

8. 38 <bcsl><dbcsl> --> <idl>[<subexplistl> ]:=<extleftpartlistl><expl>is 
<17fl><bcsl>[ va L <subexplistl> L ]:= ~extleftpartlistl2;:<expl> ££.-

8. 39 <id>~ [<subexplist>] := ~extleftpartlist~ <exP> is ~ £2. 

8. 40 <idl><bcsl><bc>[<subexplistl> ]:= <extleftpartlistl><expl> is 
<idl><bcsl>[<subexplistl>] := ~extleftpartlistl~ <expl> co -

8.41 <idl><bcsl> op2 ( <id2> / <bcs2><dbcs>) --> 
<idl><bcsl>[<subexplistl> ]:~extleftpartlistl><expl> is_ 
<id2><bcs2> [<subexplistl>] := -~extleftpartlistf2;:<expl> co 

8.42 <typel> array <idl><~sl> [ <intbplistl>] --> 
<idl><bcsl>L <subexplistl>] := <extleftpartlistl><expl> is 
( <subexplistl> opl <intbplistl> co - -
~extleftpartlistl?_<typel>arrav<idl><bcs1>[<subexplistl> ]:=<expl>L £2. 

8. 43 integer <idl><~sl> := <inl> ~ { <idl><bcsl> ~ <inl> i, £2. 

8.44 

8.45 

8.46 

boolean <idl><bcsl> := <logical valuel> is 
{ <idl><bcsl>-is <logicalvaluel> :-.\, co - - -
integer aEay <idl><bcsl> [ <subexplistl>] := <inl> is 
{ <idl><...s.,sl> [ <subexplistl>] ~ <inl> i, £2. 

boolean arrav <idl><bcsl>[ <subexplistl>] := <logicalvaluel> is < <idl><bcsl> [ <subexplistl>] is <logicalvaluel> :>- co 
. - -



9.1 goto ( <dexpl> ) ~ goto <dexpl> £2, 

9. 2 goto if <bexpl> then <sdexpl> else <dexpl> is 
goto rr ~ L <bexpl> L ~ <sdexpl> ~ <dexpl> £2. 

9. 3 goto if ~ ~ <sdexpl> else <dexp> ~ goto <sdexpl> £2. 

9.4 goto if ~ ~ <sdexp> else <dexpl> ~ ~ <dexpl> £2. 

9. 5 if <bexpl> then goto <dexpl> is 
if va ( <bexpl> ) then goto <dexpl> co -- ----- -

9. 6 if true then goto <dexpl> is goto <dexpl> £2. 

9. 7 if ~ ~ goto <dexp> £2. 

9. 8 <bcsl><dbcs> --> goto <labell> is goto <labell><bcsl> £2. 
9. 9 gmo <lafiel>bc is""§: £2. 
9.10 goto <labell><bcsl><bc> is goto <labell><bcsl> co - ___ ....__ --
9.11 <idl><bcsl> op2 ( <dexpl> / <bcs2xdbcsl> ) --> 
~ <idlXbcsl> is ~ - -

9.12 

9.13 

9.14 
9.15 

9.16 

9.17 

9.18 

9.19 

:[savebn <id1X££_Sl> £2. { <~s2Xdbcsl~ ~ ~ goto <dexpl> ~ 
resetbn <idl><bcsl>l_ ~ 

( label <labellXbcslxdbcsl> is t <bcs2><fasl>) --> 
goto <labell><bcsl> is L 1 -<bcsl:><dbcsl~ rco !_<bcs2Xfasl> L £2. 

<bcslxdbcs~ --> goto <idl>[ <subexpl> ] ~ 
goto <id1X££_sl> [ ~ L <subexpl>: L ] ~ 

goto <id>bc [ <subexp> ] is o co 
goto <idl><bcsl><bc>[ <subexpG TTs goto <idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] co - - - _.........._ - -
<idl><~sl> op2 ( <id2>/ <bcs2Xdbcs~ ) --> 
goto <idlx~sl>[<subexpl> TTs ~ <id2X~s2>[ <subexpl>] £2. 

switch <idlxbcsl><dbcsi> --> goto <idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] is 
1"savebn <idl><l>csi>co =f <bcs'ixcibcsl> ~o -
op13 <idlXbcsb[ <suoexpl>l" co resetbn <ifilxbcsl> £2. 
goto ~ L <id1X££_Sl>[<subexpl>fl L £2. 

( <idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] is <dexpl>) --> 
op13 <idrxbcsl>[<subexpi>] is -
<idl><bcsl>T.<subexpl>] op14 <dexpl> £2. 

( <idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] is undefinedswitchdesignator ) --> 
op13 <idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>J is -
.'f<idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] ~ 1: undefinedswitchdesignator :I, ::} £2. 



9.20 

9.21 

9.22 

9.23 

9.24 

9.25 

<idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] opii ( <dexpl> ) ~ 
<idl><§:sl>[<subexpl>] ~ <dexpl> ££_ 

<idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] 1p14 
if <bexpl> then· <sdexp > else <dexpl> is 

<ial><bcsl>[<su'6expl>] op14 -
if ~ T <bexpl> l_ ~ <sdexpl> ~ <dexpl> ££_ 

<idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] op14 
if true then <sdexpl> else <dexP> is 
<idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] op14 <sdexpl:>co 

<idl><~sl>[<subexpl>] opl4 
if false then <sdexp> else <dexpl> is 
<fctl><bcsl>[ <subexpl>] op14 <dexpl> co -

<idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] o~lj= <labell> is 
{ <idl><~sl>[<subexpl> ~ ·t <labeIT> 1 ::t £2. 

<idl><bcsl>[<subexpl>] o)14 <id2>[<subexp2>] is 
<t <idb<bcsl>[<subexpl> ~ { <id2>[<subexp2>J' ::t 1 ££_ 

9. 26 goto undefinedswi tchdesi1rnator co -



10.1 st : <idl><bcsl> co - -
10. 2 st : <id>bc is o co 

10. 3 st : <idl><~sl><bc> ~ st : <idl><bcsl> co 

10. 4 <idl><b...£:Sl> op2 ( <id2>/ <bcs2><dbcs?,_ ) --> 
~ :<id1><£S_sl> is st : <id2><~s2> ££ 

10.5 ( procedure <idl><bcsl> is <bcs2>a) --> 
st : <idl><bcsl> is - - - - -r:- enterprocedure<~sl> £2. <£S_S2>~ ~ exitprocedure L co 

10.6 <bcsl><dbcs> --> 
st: <idl>{<actpalistl>) ~ ~: <idl><bcsl>kactpalistl>) co 

10. 7 st : <id>£S_ ( <actpalist> ) ~ £_ ~ 

10. 8 st : <idl><bcsl><bc> ( <actpalistl>) is 
st : <idl><bcsl> - ( <actpalistl>) co 

10. 9 <idl><~l> op2 ( <id2> / <~s2><dbcs?,_ ) --> 
st : <idl><bcsl> ( <actpalistl> ) is 
st : <id2><bcs2> ( <actpalistl> ) co 

10.10 procedure <idl><bcsl> ( <extformallistl>) --> 
st : <idl><bcsl> T<actpalistl> ) is r enterprocedure <bcsl> co -
<idl><bcsl> (<extformallistl>) op8 <idl><bcsl> ( <actpalistl> ) co 
exitprocedur!:: L ££ - -

10.11 <bcsl><dbcs> --> <idl> ( <actpalistl>) is 
- - <idl><bcsl> ( <actpalistl> ) co 

10.12 <id> ~ ( <actpalist>) is o co 

10.13 <idl><bcslxbc> ( <actpalistl> ) is 
<idl><bcsl> - ( <actpalistl> ) co 

10.14 <idl><bcsl> op2 ( <id2> / <bcs2xdbcs~ ) --> 
<idl><~sl> ( <actpalistl> ) is <id2Xbcs2> ( <actpalistl> co 

10.15 <typel> rocedure <idl><bcsl> ( <extformallistl> ) --> 
<idl><bcsl> <actpalistl>) is 
L enterprocedure <£S_sl> ££ begin ~ <typel><idl> ££ 
<id1><£S_sl>( <extformallistl>) op8 <idl><bcsl> ( <actpalistl>) co 
functionvalue op15 <idl> co end co exitprocedure co 
functionvalue L co - - - -



10.16 <bcslxdbcsl> --> enterprocedure <bcs2> is 
{-<e.2.s2> r<bcs1xabcsi2:, 5f £2. - -

10.17 <bcsl>~ <bcs2x~s12:, --> exitprocedure is ~ <~s2X~12:, :j, ~ 

10.18 <idlXbcsl> ( <type1Xid2> , <extformallistl> ) op8 
<idlXbcsl> ( <actpal> , <actpalistl> ) is --
L begin~ <typel><id2> £2. <type1Xid2> op9 <actpal> co 
<idlX~sl>(<extformallistl>) opS <idlX~l>kactpalist'S) ~ ~ L co 

10.19 ( <type> procedure <idl><bcsl> is <bcs2>a) - > 
<ial><§_sl>( <typel><id2>) op8 <idrxncsl>(<actpal>) ~ 
L begin £2_ <typel><id2> £2_ <type1Xid2> op9 <actpal> £2_ 
<bcs2>a co end) co - ~----

10. 20 <idl><bcsl> ( <id2> , <extformallistl> ) op8 
<idl><bcsl> ( <actpal> , <actpalistl> ) is 
<idl><bCsl> ( <extformallistl> , <id2> )-op8 
<idl><bcsl> ( <actpalistl> , <actpal> ) co-

10. 21 <idl><bcsl> ( <id2> , <idlist2> ) op8 
<idl><ncsl> ( <actpal> , <actpaliill> ) is 
( begrn co <id2> opl0 <actpal> co 
<idl><bcsl> ( <idlist2>) ~ <idlx!?E_sl> ( <actpalistl> £2. ~ L ~ 

10.22 ( <type> procedure <idl><bcsl> is <bcs2> u ) --> 
<idl><bcsl> (<id2>) ops <idl><!?E_sl> ( <actpal> f ~ 
L ~ £2_ <id2> opl0 <actpal> ~ <!?E_s2> ~ ££_ ~ ) co 

10.23 <bcsl> d <bcs2> <dbcsl> --> <typel><idl> op9 <actpal> is 
( 7 <bcs2X:dbcsi'>"'" :j, co <typel><idlxbcsi> opl 7 <actpal> co -:r <bcsl> ~ <bcs2> <dbcs12:, · ::\, L ~ - , -

10. 24 <typel><idl><bcsl> opl 7 <actpal> is 
<typelXidl><bcsl> opl 7 ~ L <actpal> co 

10. 25 <typeXid><!?E_s> opl 7 <constant> is o co 

10. 26 integer <idl><!?E_sl> opl 7 <inl> ~ { <idl><!?E_sl> is <inl> ::I, ~ 

10. 27 boolean <idl><bcsl> opl 7 <logical valuel> is 
{ <idlX!?E_sl> is <logicalvaluel> :j, ££_ 

10.28 <bcsl> d <bcs2> <dbcsl> --> 
<idl> op].0 <actpal> is 

{ <idl><bcsl> ~ ( <actpal> / <bcs2><dbcs12:,) ;I, co 



10. 29 <idl><bcsl> ( <typel> procedure <id2> , <extformallistl> ) op8 
<idlx§:sl> ( <actpal> , <actpalistl> ) 
is 
<idl><bcsl> ( <typel><id2> , <extformallistl> ) op8 
<idl><b_£sl> ( <actpal> , <actpalistl> ) 22, 

10. 30 <idl><bcsl> .( <typel> procedure <id2> ) op8 
<1

1ab<ocsl> ( <actpal> 
is 
<idlXbcsl>( <typel><id2> ) op8 
<idl><bcsl> ( <actpal> ) 2£. -

10. 31 <idl><bcsl>( <typel>arrav <id2> , <extformallistl> ) op8 
<idl><bcsl> ( <id3> , <actpalistl> ) 
is r bee:in co <typel> array <id2> op12 <id3> co 
<idlxbcst> ( <extformallistl>) op8 <idl><bcsl> ( <actpalistl> ) co 
~L co - -

10.32 ( <type> procedure <idl><bcsl> is <bcs2> a) --> 
<idl><bcsl> ( <typel> arrav<id2>J op8 <ddl><bcsl> ( <id3> ) 
is 
:[ ~ 22, <typel> arrav <id2> opl2 <id3> 22, <~s2> ! 22, ~ L co 

10.33 <bcsl> d <bcs2> <dbcs> --> <typel> arrav <idl> op12 <id2> ~ 
<typel> arrav <idTS<'Ecsl> ~ <id2><bcs2> 2£, -

10. 34 <type> arrav <id> <bes> op12 <id> ~ is £_ 22, 

10.35 <typel> arrav <idl><bcsl> 0012 <id2><bcs2xbc> is 
<typel> arrav <idlxocsl> op12 <id2Xocs2> co 

10.36 <id2><bcs2> op2 { <id3> / <bcs3> <dbcs>) --> 
<typel>arrav <idl><bcsl> op12 <id2><bcs2> is 
<typel> arrav <idl><bcsl> op12 <id3><bcs3> co 

10. 37 <typel>arrav <id2Xbcs2>[ <intbplistl> ] --> 
<t~el>arrav <idl><bcsl> op12 <id2><bcs2> is 
( 1 <typel> arrav <idlxbcsl> [ <intbplistl> 7" ::I, co 
<id1><££_Sl>[ <intbplistl> ] opll <id2><bcs2> L co 



10. 38 <in> , !!!. <leftintlist:> ~ 

10. 39 <leftintlist:><:leftintlist:> in <leftintlist:> co 

10.40 <idl><~l> [ ~leftintlist12:_ <inl> : <in2> ] opll <id2><bcs2> 
is r <idl><bcsl>[ < leftintlistl> <inl> ] .
<id2><bcs2>[ <leftintlistl><inl> ] co 
<idl><bcsl>[ <ieftintlistl> va ( <inl> + 1 ) : <in2> ] opll 
<id2><bcs2> C ~ - - - -

10. 41 <idl><bcsl>[<leftintlistl><inl>:<in2> , <bplistl>] opll <id2><bcs2> 
is - - - - -
r <idlxbcsl>[<leftintlistl><inl> , <bplistl>] opll <id2><bcs2> co 
-<idl><bcsi>[<leftintlistl> va ( <inl>+ 1) : <in2~ <bplistl;J opll 
<id2><bcs2> L- ~ - - - - -

10·. 42 <inl> = <in2> --> 
<idl><bcsl>[':9-eftintlistl2:<inl>:<in2> , <bplistl>] opll <id2><££_s2> 
is 
<idl><bcsl>[ <leftintlistl><inl> , <bplistl>] opll <id2><bcs2> co 

- ""!-8" - - -

10. 43 <inl> = <in2> --> . 
<idl><bcsl> [ <leftintlistl> <inl> : <in2> ] opll <id2><bcs2> is 
<idl><bc s l>[~l ef tintl ist12:_<inl>] : =<id2xbc s2> [geftintli st12:<inl>T ~ 

10.44 ( <typel> procedure <idl><bcsl> is <bcs2>a ) --> 
st : <idl><bcsl> is - - - - -
renterprocedure <bcsl> co begin co <typel:><idl> co <bcs2> a co 
end co exitnrocedure ) co --- - - - - ---------

10. 45. <typel> procedure <idl><bcsl>kextformallistl>) --> 
st : <idl><bcsl> (<actpalistl>) is 
fenterprocedure <bcsl> co begin co <typel><idl> co 
<i.dl><bcsl>kextformallistl>)"°opS <idl><bcsl>kactpalistl>) co 
~ co exitprocedure ) co - -



11.1 
11.2 
11.3 

11.4 
11.5 

11.6 
11. 7 

11. 8 

11. 9 

11.10 

<aexp> 
<aexp> while <bexp> 
<aexp> step <aexp> until <aexp> 

<f orlistel> 
<forlistel> , <f orlist> 

in <f orlist> co 
in <forlist> co 

for <intvar> := <forlist> do <st> 
<label> : <f orst> - - -

in <f orlistel> co 
in <forlistel> co 
in <forlistel> co 

in <f orst> co 
in <forst> co 

<bcsl><fasl> for <intvarl> :=<forlistell> , <forlistl> ~ :s_stl2:_ 
:s_specialstlist12:_ <endl> 

is 
<bcsl><fasl> : forl <intvarl> := <forlistell> do <stl> ; 
for <intvarl> := <forlistl> ~ :s_st12:_ :s_specialstlistl.2:_ <endl> £2. 

<bcsl><fasl> 

is 

for <intvarl> := <forlistell> do <stl> 
:s.special stlist12:_ <endl> 

r{ <bcsl><fasl> is ( { <bcsl:><fasl> is ( begin co 
:f t<bcs!><fasl> is -t <bcsl:><fasl>fa :\, co - - -
<bcsl><fasl>fa ) :rco -<bcsl><fasl>fa) :}co 
<bcsl><fasl>fa: forbegirl <intvarl> := -<forlistell>; 

- - - - <stl> forend <intvarl> co 
<bcsl:><fasl>~ : :s_specialstlist12:_ <endl> l,_ co 

<bcsl><fasl> : forl <intvarl> := <forlistell> do <stl> 
- :s_specialstlist12:_ <endl> 

is r.r <bcsl:><fasl> is ( ~ <bcsl><fasl> is ( begin co 
1 t <bcsl><fasl> is t <bcsl><fasl>fa :rco - -
<bcsl><fasl>fa ) :\, co -<bcslxfasl>fa) :\, co 
<bcsl><fusl>fa : forbegin <intvarl> := -<forlistell>; 

- - - <stl> forend co 
<bcsl><f2:,sl>~ : ~pecialstlist12:_ <endl> L £2_ 



11.11 <bcsl><fasl>f <as2> : forend is 
<t'"'<bcsl.Xf_!sl>L<!!:_s2> ~ L { ~sl><fasl>!_ <!!:_s2> ~ 
( i t<bcsl><f asl>f<as2> is ( end co t<bcsl><fasl>a ) 1 ~ 
<£S_slx§l>!!;_ r * 22. <£S_sl><Tu.s1>~ CT co - - -

11.12 

11.13 

11.14 

<bcsl><fasl>f <as2> : forend <intvarl> is 
{-<bcsr><fasl>f <as2> is ( { <bcsl><fasi>f <as2> is 
< { t<bcsl><fasl>f <as2> is < end co {<intvarl> is o :~ co 
t<bcsl><fasl>a) 1-co-<bcsl><fasl>a) ::1, co <bcsl><fasl>a T 1 co -- - -- - - - -- - - - -- -
<bcsl><fasl> : forbegin <intvarl> := <aexpl> ; -s_stl2:_ 

- - forend <intvarl> 
is -
<~sl><~sl> : <intvarl> := <aexpl>; :s_ st12:_ forend -s_intvarl2:_ ~ 

forbegin <intvarl> := <aexpl> while <bexpl>; 
< sh> for end <intvarl> --

is 
<bcsl><fasl> <bcsl><fasl> 1 : <intvarl> := <aexpl>; 
if<bexpl> ~ begin '§;t12:_; goto <£S_sl><~sl> !_ ~ 
furend < intvarl> co 

11. 15 <bcsl><fasl> forbegin <intvarl> := <aexpl> ~ <aexp2> 
~ <aexp3>; :5.st12:_ forend :5.intvarl2:_ 

is 
<bcsl><fasl '> <intvarl> := <aexpl> ; <bcsl><fasl>l : 
~ integer procedure ~ (f); value f; integer-f; 

end; 

sign:= if f > 0 then 1 else if f = 0 then O else - 1; 
ITT <hrtvarl> - <aexp3>JX sign ( <aexp2> »-o 
then ~ <~slxfasl>p - _ 

<st!> ; <intvarl> := <intvarl> + <aexp2>; 
<bcsl><fasl>m forend <intvarl> co 

goto <bcsl><fasl>l; --- - - -



12.1 <aexp> in <exp> £2. 
12. 2 <bexp> Iii <exp> £2. 
12. 3 <dexp> Iii <exp> £2. 

12.4 
12.5 
12.6 

12.7 
12.8 
12.9 
12.10 

<decl aexp> 
<decl bexp> · 
<decl dexp> 

in <decl exp> £2. 
m <decl exp> £2. 
Iii <decl exp> £2. 

<id> in <intvarid> co 
<id> in <booleanvarid> co 
<id> in <intarrayid> £2. 
<id> in <booleanarrayid> £2. 

12. 11 <bcsl> --> <idl> in <decl intvarid> is 
<idl><bcsl> in <decl intvarid> co 

12.12 <bcsl> --> <idl> in <decibooleanvarid> is-
- <idl><bcsl> in <decl booleanvarid> co 

12.13 <bcsl> --> <idl> in <deci intarrayid> is 
- <idl><bcsl> in <decl intarrayid> co 

12.14 <bcsl> --> <idl> in <decibooleanarrayid> is-
~ <idl><!Js_sl> !!!. <decl booleanarrayid> co 

12.15 
12.16 
12.17 
12.18 

<id>bc 
<id>bc 
<id>bc 
<id>bc 

in <decl intvarid>is false co 
in <decl booleanvarid> is raise co 
in <decl intarrayid> is fal seco -
in <decl booleanarrayid> is false £2. 

12.19 <idl><bcsl><bc> in <decl intvarid> is 
<idl><bcsl> in <decl intvarid> co 

12. 20 <idl><bcsl><bc> in <decl booleanvarid> is 
<idl><bcsl> in <decl booleanvarid> co 

12. 21 <idl><bcsl><bc> in <decl intarrayid> is 
<idl><bcsl> - in <decl intarrayid> co 

12.22 <idl><bcsl><bc> Iii <decl booleanarrayid> is 
<idl><bcsl> - fii <decl booleanarrayid> co 

12.23 
12.24 
12.25 
12.26 

12.27 
12.28 
12.29 

12.30 

formal <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl intvarid> co 
furrrlal <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl booleanvarid> co 
formal <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><besl> in <decl intarrayid> co 
formal <idl><~sl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl booleanarrayid> £2. 

integer <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl intvarid> co 
boolean <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl booleanvarid> co 
inte{!er array <idl><bcsl>--> 
<idl><bcsl> in <declTntarrayid> co 
booleanarrav<idl><bcsl>--> -
<idl><bcsl> in <decl booleanarrayid> £2. 



12.31 
12.32 

12.33 
12.34 

<intvarid> 
<booleanvarid> 

in <intvar:> co 
in <booleanvar:> co 

in <decl intvar> co <decl intvarid> 
<decl booleanvarid> Iii <decl booleanvar> co -

12. 35 <aexp> ~ <subexp> ££_ 

12.36 
12.37 

12.38 

12.39 
12.40 

<subexp> 
<subexp> • <subexplist> 

in <subexplist> co 
Iii <subexplist> co 

<decl aexp> ~ <decl subexp> ££_ 

<decl subexp> in <decl subexplist> co 
<decl subexp> , <decl subexplist> Iii <decl subexplisb ££_ 

12. 41 <intarrayid>[<subexplist>] in <intvar:> co 
fn <booleanvarid> ~ 12. 42 <booleanarrayid>[<subexplist>] 

12. 43 <decl intarrayid>[<decl subexplist>] in <decl intvar> co 

12.44 

12.45 
12.46 

12.47 

12.48 

12.49 
12.50 

12.51 

12.52 

12.53 
12.54 

12.55 

12.56 

12.57 
12.58 

12.59 
12.60 

<decl booleanarrayid> [<decl subexplist>] 
in <decl booleanvar> co 

<id> in <intprocid> co 
<id> in <booleanproci<h ££. 

<bcsl> 

<bcsl> 

--> <idl> in <decl intprocid> is 
<idl><bcsl> in <decl intprocid> co 

--> <idl> in <decl booieanprocid> is 
<idl><bcsl> ~ <decl booleanprocid> ££_ 

<id>bc in <decl intprocid> is false co 
<id>bc in <decl booleanprocid> is false ££_ 

<idl><bcslxbc> in <decl intprocid> is 
<idl><bcsl> - Iii <decl intprocid> co 
<idl><bcsl><bc> in <decl booleanprocid> is 
<idl><bcsl> - in <decl booleanprocid> co 

formal <idl ><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl intprocid> co 
formal <idlx§£sl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decl booleanprocid> ££. 

integer procedure <id1Xb£_sl> --> 
<idl><!?.£,sl> ~ <decl intprocid> ££_ 

boolean procedure <idl><bcsl> --> 
<idl><!?.£,sl> ~ <decl booleanprocid> ~ 

<intprocid> in <intfunctdes> co 
<booleanprocid> ~ <booleanfunctdes> ££_ 

<decl intprocid> 
<decl booleanprocid> 

in <decl intfunctdes> co 
iii <decl booleanfunctdes> co 



12.61 
12.62 
12.63 
12.64 
12.65 
12.66 
12.67 

12.68 
12.69 
12.70 
12.71 
12.72 
12.73 
12.74 

12.75 

<exp> in <actpa> co 
<intarrayid> Iii <actpa> co 
<booleanarrayid> in <actpa> co 
<switchid> in <actpa> co 
<intprocid> in <actpa> co 
<booleanprocid> in <actpa> co 
<procid> in <actpa> co 
<decl exp> in <decl 
<decl intarrayid> in <decl 
<decl booleanarrayid> in <decl 
<decl switchid> in <decl 
<decl intprocid> in <decl 
<decl booleanprocid> in <decl 
<decl procid> in <decl 

<actpa> in <actpalist> £2. 

actpa> £2. 
actpa> £2. 
actpa> £2. 
actpa> £2. 
actpa> £2. 
actpa> £2. 
actpa> £2. 

12. 76 <actpa> , <actpalist> in <actpalist> co 

12.77 
12.78 

12.79 
12.80 

12.81 

12. 82 

12. 83 
12.84 

12.85 

12.86 

<decl actpa> 
<decl actpa> , <decl actpalist> 

in <decl actpalist> co 
in <decl actpalist> co 

<id>( <actpalist>) 
<id>( <actpalist>) 

in <intfunctdes> co 
in <booleanfunctdes> co 

in <decl intfunctdes> is 
<decl intfunctdes> co 

<bcsl> --> <idl>(<decl actpalistl>) 
<idl><bcsl>(<decl actpalistl>) in 

<bcsl> --> <idl>(<decl actpalistl>) in <decl booleanfunctdes> is 
- <idlxbcsl>kdecl actpalistl>) in <decl booleanfunctdes> co 

<id>bc(<actpalist>) 
<id>!?.£_( <actpalist>) 

in <decl intfunctdes> is false co 
in <decl booleanfunctdes>is false co 

<idl><bcslXbc>( <actpalistl>) in <decl intfunctdes> is 
<idl><bcsl> - (<actpalistl>) Tri <decl intfunctdes> co 
<idl><bcsl><bc>( <actpalistl>) in <decl booleanfunctdes> is 
<idlx!?.£_sl> - (<actpalistl>) in <decl booleanfunctdes> co 

12. 87 formal <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl>kactpalistl>) 
rn_---<ctecl intfunctdes> co -

12. 88 formal <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl>(<actpalistl>) 
rn_---<decl booleanfunctdes> co -

12. 89 integer procedure <idl><bcsl>(<idlistl>) --> 
<ial><bcsl>{<actpalistl>) in <decl intfunctdes> is 
<idlistl> 2EZ_ <actpalistl>co 

12. 90 boolean procedure <idlX!?.£.sl>kidlistl>) --> 
<idl><hcsl>{<actpalistl>) in <decl booleanfunctdes> is 
<idlistl> op7 <actpalistl>co 



13.1 + in <pm> co 
13. 2 - rn <pm> co 
13.3 x in <multop> co 
13.4 _ in <multop> co 

13.5 
13.6 
13.7 
13.8 

13.9 
13.10 
13.11 
13.12 

13.13 
13.14 

13.15 
13.16 

13.17 
13.18 

13.19 
13.20 

13.21 
13.22 
13.23 

13.24 
13.25 
13.26 

<ui> in <primary> ~ 
<intvar> in 
<intfunctdes> in 
(<aexp>) in 

<ui> 
<decl intvar> 
<decl intfunctdes> 
(<decl aexp>) 

<primary> 
<factor> ,,~ <primary> 

<decl primary> 
<decl factor> t1' <decl 

<factor> 

<primary>~ 
<primary>££_ 
<primary> ££_ 

in <decl primary> ~ 
in <decl pr~mary> ££_ 
in <decl primary> co 
in <decl primary> co 
in <factor> co 
In <factor> co 

in <decl factor> co 
primary> in <decl factor> co 

in <term> co 
<term><mul top><f actor> in <term> co 

<decl factor> in <decl term> co 
<decl term><multopxdecl factor> in <decl term> co 
<term> in <saexp> ~ -<pm><term> in <saexp'- ££_ 
<saexp><pm><term> in <saexp> ££_ 

<decl term> in <decl saexP> ££_ 
<pm><decl term> in <decl saexp> ££_ 
<decl saexp><pmxdecl term> in <decl saexp> ££_ 

13.27 <saexp> !,!!, <aexp> ££_ 

13.28 if <bexp> ~ <saexp> else <aexp> in <aeXP> ££_ 

13.29 <decl saexp> in <decl aexp> co 

13.30 if <decl bexp> then <decl saexp> else <decl aexp> 
in <decl aeXP> co 



14.1 
14.2 
14.3 
14.4 
14.5 
14. 6 

14.7 
14.8 
14.9 
14.10 
14.11 

14.12 
14.13 
14.14 
14.15 
14.16 

14.17 
14.18 

14.19 
14.20 

14.21 
14.22 

14.23 
14.24 

14.25 
14.26 

14.27 
14.28 

14.29 
14.30 

14.31 
14.32 

14.33 
14.34 

14.35 
14.36 

14.37 
14.38 

14.39 
14.40 

< in <reloP> co ..-
<relop> §: > Ill -= Ill <relop> £2. 

+ in <relop> £2. 
< in <reloP> £2. -> in _<relop> co 

<logical value> 
<boolean var> 
<saexp><relop><saeX})> 
(<bexp>) 
<booleanfunctdes> 

in <bprimary> co 
in <bprimary> co 
in <bprimary> co 
In <bprimary> co 
in <bprimary> co 

<logical value> 
<decl booleanvar> 
<decl saexp><reloP><decl saexp> 
<decl bool eanf unctdes> 
(<decl bexp>) 

<bprimary> 
7 <bprimary> 

in <bsecondary> co 
In <bsecondary> co 

in <decl bprimary> co 
in <decl bprimary> co 
In <decl bprimary> co 
in <decl bprimary> co 
in <decl bprimary> co 

<bsecondary> 
<bfactor> /\ <bsecondary> 

in <bf actor> co 
in <bfactor> co 

<bfactor> in <bterrn> co 
<bterm> V <bfactor> in <bterrn> co 
<bterrn> 
<implication> 7 <bterm> 

in <implication> co 
in <implication> co 

<implication> in <sbexp> co 
<sbexp> =. <implication> Tri <sbexp> co 

<sbexp> 
if. <beX})> then <sbexp> ~ <bexp> 

in <bexp> co 
in <bexp> co 

<decl bprimary> 
7 <decl bprimary> 

in <decl bsecondary> co 
In <decl bsecondary> co 

<decl bsecondary> 
<decl bfactor> /\ <decl bsecondary> 

in <decl bfactor> co 
in <decl bfactor> co 

<decl bfactor> in <decl bterm> co 
<decl bterm> V <decl bfactor> in <decl bterm> co 
<decl bterrn> 
<decl implication> 2 <decl bterrn> 

in <decl implication> co 
In <decl implication> co 

<decl implication> 
<decl sbeXP> =. <decl implication> 

in <decl sbexp> co 
in <decl sbexp> £§: 

<decl sbexp> in <decl bexp> co 
if <decl bexp> then <decl sbexp> ~ <decl beXP> 
§: <decl beXP> co 



15.1 
15.2 
15.3 

15.4 

15.5 

15.6 
15.7 
15.8 

<id> 
<ui> 
<id> 

in <label> co 
Iii <label> co 
in <switchid> co 

<bcsl> --> <labell> 
<labell><bcsl> 

<bcsl> --> <idl> 
<idl><bcsl> 

in <decl label> 
iii <decl label> 

in <decl label> is 
iii <decl label> co 
in <decl switchid> is 
iii <decl switchid> co 

is false co <id>bc 
<ui>bc 
<id>bc in <decl switchid> 

is fuise co 
is Faise"co 

15.9 <labellxbcsl><bc> in <decl label> is 
in <decl label> co <labell><bcsl> 

15.10 <idl><bcsl><bc> in <decl switchid> is 
<idl><bcsl> in <decl switchid> co 

in <decl label> co 15.11 formal <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> 
15.12 formal <idl><ocsl> --> <idl><bcsl> Iii <decl switchid> co -- - -
15.13 label <labell><~sl> --> <labell><~sl> !E_ <decl label> £2. 

15.14 switch <idl><bcsl> --> <idl><bcsl> in <decswitchid> co 

15.15 
15.16 
15.17 

15.18 
15.19 

15.20 
15.21 
15.22 

15.23 

-- - -
<label> 
<switchdes> 
(<dexp>) 

<sdexp> 

in <sdexp> co 
in <sdexp> co 
in <sdexp> £2_ 

!!.. <bexp> then <sdexp> ~ <dexp> 
in <dexp> co 

in -<dexp>£2_ -

<decl label> 
<decl switchdes> 
(<decl dexp>) 

<decl sdexp> 

in <decl sdexp> co 
in <decl sdexp> co 
iii <decl sdexp> co 

in <decl dexp> £2_ 

15. 24 if <decl bexp> then <decl sdexp> else <decl dexp> 
iii <decl dexp> co 

15.25 <switchid>[<subexp>] in <switchdes> co 

15. 26 <decl switchid>[<decl subexp>] in <decl switchdes> co 



16.1 
16.2 

<saexp> 
<sbexp> 

in <seXI)> co 
iii <seXI)> §: -. 

16. 3 if <bexpl> then <sex.pl> else <ex.pl> is 
rr ~ L <bexpl> l.. then <sex.pl> else <ex.pl> 'I!?. 

16.4 if ~ ~ <sex.pl> else <exp>~ <sex.pl> £2_ 

16. 5 if false then <sexp> else <ex.pl> is <ex.pl> £2_ 

16.6 
16.7 

(<aexpl>) 
(<bexpl>) 

is <aexpl> co 
!:[ <bexpl> £2. 

16. 8 <saexpl><relopl><saexp2> ~ ~ ~saexpl>~relopl> ~ L <saexp2>L £2_ 

16. 9 7 <bprimaryl> ~ 7 ~ L <bprimaryl>L £2_ 

16.10 <bfactorl> /\ <bsecondaryl> is va (<bfactorl>) /\ va (<bsecondaryl>) co --- - -- --
16.11 <bterml> V <bfactorl> is va (<bterml>) V va ( <bfactorl>) co --- --
16.12 <implication!> 7 <bterml> is va (<implicationl>) 7 va (<bterml>) co - --- ---- --
16.13 <sbexpl> ~ <implicationl> ~ ~ L <sbexpl>L~ ~ i;:implicationl>l., £2_ 

16.14 
16.15 

16.16 
16.17 
16.18 
16.19 

16.20 
16.21 
16.22 
16.23 

16.24 
16.25 
16.26 
16.27 

16.28 
16.29 
16.30 
16.31 

7 false co 
7 true -

true /\ 
true /\ 
false /\ 
false /\ 

true V 
true' V 
false V 
false V 

true = 
false -= 
true -= 
false -= 

true 7 

true' 7 
false 7 
faise" 7 

true co 
false-
~ 
raise 

true co 
false co 
~ co 
false -

true co 
false co 
:fa.Tse -
true 

true co 
false -
~ co 
false -co --

is false co --
is false co 
is false co 
is faise co --

is false co 

is false co 
is false co 

is false co --



16.32 
16.33 
16.34 

16.35 

16.36 

16.37 

16.38 
16.39 
16.40 

16.41 
16.42 

16.43 
16.44 
16.45 

<inl> < <in2> is 7 <in2> < <inl> co 
<inl> <in2> - <in2> - <inl> co ~ lS < - < <in2> co <inl> > <in2> IS 7 <inl> 

<inl> = <in2> is <inl> < <in2> /\ 

<inl> + <in2> is 7 <inl> = <in2> co 

<inl> < <in2> is va ( <inl> - <in2> ) 

-<ui> < 0 co 
<ui> < 0 is false co --<ze> < 0 co 

+-<uil> 
--<uil> is 

is -<uil> co 
<uil> co 

<inl> +- <uil> is <inl> - <uil> co 
<inl> -- <uil> is <inl> + <uil> co 
<inl> -+ <uil> is <inl> - <uil> co 

<in2> < <inl> co 

< 0 co 

16.46 <factorl> 1 <primaryl> is <factorl> 1 ~ i_ <primaryl> L ~ 
16. 47 <termlXmultopl><factorl> is 

~ L <terml> L <multopl> va -r_ < factorl>) co 

16. 48 <pmlXterml> is <pml> va ( <terml> ) co 

16.49 <saexpl><pmlxterml> is 
~ i. <saexpl> L <pml> va i_ <terml> ) co 

16.50 <factorl> 1 <uil> ~ ~ i_ <factorl> ;\\ ~ L <uil>-1 ) ) x <factorl> co 

16. 51 <factorl> + 0 --> <factorl> ,i O is 1 co 

16. 52 <inl> . - <uil> is - va ( <inl> : <uil> ) co 
16. 53 <ui1> <ui2> is 1 + va -i. ~ i.-<uil>-<ui2> L .:... <ui2> > co 

16. 54 <uil> < <ui2> --> <uil> : <ui2> is O co 

16.55 
16.56 
16.57 

16.58 
16.59 
16.60 
16.61 
16.62 
16.63 
16.64 
16.65 
16.66 
16.67 

,, 

- va ( <inl> x <uil> ) co 
is va T <uil> x va ( <ui2> :Y ) 

<inl> x - <uil> is 
<uil> X <ui2> 
<ui> X 0 Ts oco -- -
0 in <di> co - <di> co 1 in 
2 in <di> co 
3 in <di> co 
4 - <di> co In 
5 in <di> co 
6 in <di> co 
7 in <di> co - <di> co 8 in 
9 in <di> co 

) + <uil> co 



16.68 <di> in <ui> co 
16. 69 <ui><di> 1§_ <ui> '§_ 

16.70 <ui> 
16.71 <prn><ui> 

in <in> co 
Iii <in> co 

16.72 0 
16.73 <ze>O 

in <ze> co -in <ze> co -
16. 74 -<uil> + <ui2> is <ui2> - <uil> co 

16. 75 -<uil> - <ui2> is - ~ L <uil> + <ui2> L ££_ 

16. 76 <uil><dil><pml><ui2Xdi2> is 
~ L <uil><pmb<ui2> LO +-~ L <dil><pml><di2> L ££_ 

16. 77 <uil><dil><pml><di2> ~ <uil>O + ~ L <dil><pm1Xdi2> L ££_ 

16. 78 <dil><pml><ui2Xdi2> ~ <pml><ui2>0 + ~ L <dil><pml><di2> L ££_ 

16. 79 <uil>O + <di2> is <uil><di2> co 
16. 80 <dil> + <ui2>0 is <ui2><dil> co 
16. 81 <uil>O - <di2> is va ( <uil> - 1 LO + va ( 10 - <di2> L co 

16. 82 10 - <di2> is 9 - va ( <di2> - 1 ) co -- --
16. 83 <dilxpml><di2> ~ ~ L <dil><pml>l L <pml> ~ L <di2> - 1 L ££_ 

16. 84 <uil><prn><ze> ~ <uil> ££_ 

16. 85 <ze> + <uil> is <uil> co 
16. 86 <ze> - <uil> is - <uil>co 

16.87 <ze><pm><ze> is O co 

16.88 
16.89 
16.90 
16.91 
16.92 
16.93 
16.94 
16.95 
16.96 
16.97 

0 + 1 is 1 co 
1 + 1 is 2 co 
2 + 1 is 3 co 
3 + 1 is 4 co 
4 + 1 is 5 co 
5 + 1 is 6 co 
6 + 1 is 7 co 
7 +lis8co 
8 +lis9co 
9 + 1 is lOco 

16. 98 ( <dil> + 1 is <di2> ) --> ( <di2> - 1 is <dil> ) co 



17.1 <let> in <id> co 
17.2 <id><let> - <id> co In 
17.3 <id><di> Iii <id>~ 

17.4 a in <let> co 
17.5 b Iii <let> co 
17.6 C in <let> co 
17.7 d in <let> co 
17.8 - <let> co e 1n 
17.9 f in <let> co 
17.10 g Iii <let> co - <let> co 17.11 h in 
17.12 i in <let> co 
17.13 j in <let> co 
17.14 k 

,..... 
<let> co ln 

17.15 1 
,..... 

<let> co In 
17.16 - <let> co m In 
17.17 n Iii <let> co 
17.18 0 in <let> co 
17.19 

,..... 
<let> co p m - <let> co 17.20 q in 

17.21 r in <let> co 
17.22 s in <let> co 
17.23 t in <let> co 
17.24 u in <let> co 
17.25 V in <let> co 
17.26 w in <let> co 
17.27 X in <let> co 
17.28 y in <let> co 
17.29 z in <let> co 



17.30 A in <let> co 
17.31 B rn <let> oo 
17.32 C in <let> co 
17.33 D in <let> co 
17.34 E Iii <let> co 
17.35 F - <let> co In 
17.36 G Iii <let> co 
17.37 H Iii <let> co 
17.38 I in <let> co 
17.39 J in <let> co 
17.40 K in <let> co 
17.41 L Iii <let> co 
17.42 M Iii <let> co 
17.43 N - <let> co In 
17.44 0 in <let> co 
17.45 p in <let> co 
17.46 Q Iii <let> co 
17.47 R ....... <let> co In 
17.48 s - <let> co in 
17.49 T - <let> co in 
17.50 u in <let> co 
17.51 V - <let> co In 
17.52 w in <let> co 
17.53 X Iii <let> co 
17.54 y in <let> co 
17.55 z in <let> co 
17.56 ~ in <let> co 
17.57 ....... <let> oo my In ---
17.58 <bcs><fas>l in <let> co 
17.59 <§:s~S>!!l in <let> co 
17.60 true in <logicalvalue> co 
17.61 false - <logicalvalue> co In 

17.62 <logicalvaluel> ~ <J:: <logical valuel> :l, ~ 

17.63 -<uil> ~i-<u!l> ! ~ 17.64 -t<Uil> IS <Uil>' co 
17.65 <uil> is <uil> co - -
17.66 <ze> ~f 0!££ 17.67 <pm><ze> IS O CO - -
17.68 0 --> <name> ~ 'f £_ :j. ~ -
17.69 0 is { £. :j. co - - -

,, 



CHAPTER 4. 

On the next pages we define three examples of the proposals 
for ALGOL X. 
It seems probable that most of the other suggestions can also be 
described without too much trouble. However ,some of the more radical 
changes, such as environment enquiries and input/output conventions 
have not yet been thorougly studied. 
The given examples are not self-contained, :.ince in many places 
they have to be extended with truths from 1~hapter 3; we have 
rendered only the essential features of the proposals. 

A. B. refers to the ALGOL Bulletin. 



Definition of some proposals for Algol X :. 

1. Bit patterns and operations on them • P. Naur • A. B. 19. 3. 11. 3. 

Xl.1 
Xl.2 

Xl.3 
Xl.4 

Xl.5 
Xl.6 
Xl.7 
Xl.8 

Xl.9 
Xl.10 

Xl.11 
Xl.12 

Xl.13 
Xl.14 
Xl.15 
Xl.16 

0 
1 

in <zo> co - -in <zo> co -
b <zo> 
<patternconstantxzo> 

<patternconstant> 
<patternvariable> 
( <patternexp> ) 
<patternfuncdes> 

<patternprimarY> 
7 <patternprimarY> 

<patternsecondarY> 

in 
in 

in 
in 
in -in 

in 
in 

<patternf actor> /\ <patternsecondarY> 

<patternf actor> 
<simplepattern> V <patternfactor> 
pattern <saexp> 
<patternprimarY> ~ <saexp> 

<patternconstant> £2. 
<patternconstant> £2. 

<patternprimarY> £2. 
<patternprimarY> £2. 
<patternprimarY> co 
<patternprimarY> co 
<patternsecondarY> £2. 
<patternsecondarY> £2. 

in <patternfactor> co 
in <patternf actor> ~ 

in <simplepattern> co 
in <simplepattern> co 
in <simplepattern> co 
in <simplepattern> co 

Xl.17 <simplepattern> !!l_ <patternexp> £2_ 

Xl. 18 if <bexp> then <simplepattern> ~ <patternexp> 
in <patternex,p> £2. 

Xl.19 
Xl.20 
Xl.21 

<saexp> 
<patternprimarY> extract <primarY> 
if <bexp> ~ <saexp> ~ <aexp> 

in <aexp> £2. 
Iii <aexp> £2. 
in <aexp> £2. 

Xl. 22 7 <patternprimaryl> ~ 7 ~ ,L <patternprimaryl> L co 

Xl.23 
Xl.24 

Xl.25 
Xl.26 

7 <patternconstantl> 0 is va ( 7 <patternconstantl> ) 1 co 
7 <patternconstantl> 1 is ~ [ 7 <patternconstantl> [ 0 co 

7 b 0 
7bl 

is b 1 co 
is b o co 



Xl. 27 <patternfactorl> A <patternsecondaryl> is 
va ( <patternf actorl> ) A va ( <patternsecondaryl> ) co -- ~ -- -:-

Xl. 28 <patternconstantl> 0 A <patternconstant2> 0 is 
!!. L <patternconstantl> A <patternconstant2> L O co 

Xl. 29 <patternconstantl> O /\ <patternconstant2> 1 is 
!!. L <patternconstantl> /\ <patternconstant2> LO co 

Xl. 30 <patternconstantl> 1 /\ <patternconstant2> 0 is 
!!. L <patternconstantl> /\ <patternconstant2> LO co 

Xl. 31 <patternconstantl> 1 /\ <patternconstant2> 1 is 
!!. L <patternconstantl> /\ <patternconstant2> L 1-~ 

Xl.32 
Xl.33 

Xl.34 
Xl.35 

b O /\ <patternconstantl> 0 
[ 0 /\ <patternconstantl> 1 

is <patternconstantl> 0 co -1s <patternconstantl> 0 co 

<patternconstantl> 0 /\ b O is <patternconstantl> 0 co 
<patternconstantl> 1 A b O is <patternconstantl> 0 co 

Xl. 36 ~ 1 A <patternconstantl> is <patternconstantl> co 

Xl.37 

Xl.38 
Xl.39 
Xl.40 
Xl.41 

<patternconstantl> I\ b 1 -
b 1 /\ b 1 is b 1 co 
'b 1 A bO is bO -co 
b o A bl is bO co 
6' o A So - bO is co 

is <patternconstantl> 

Xl. 42 <simplepatternl> V <patternf actorl> is 

co 

!!. L <simplepatternl> L V !!. L <patternfactorl> L co 

Xl. 43 <patternconstantl> 0 V <patternconstant2> 0 . is 
va ( <patternconstantl> V <patternconstant2> J O co - - -

Xl. 44 <patternconstantl> 0 V <patternconstant2> 1 is 
!!. L <patternconstantl> V <patternconstant2> L""I co 

Xl. 45 <patternconstantl> 1 V <patternconstant2> 0 is 
!!. L <patternconstantl> V <patternconstant2> I 1 co 

Xl. 46 <patternconstantl> 1 V <patternconstant2> 1 is 
!!. L <patternconstantl> V <patternconstant2> 1._-1 co 



Xl.48 

Xl.49 

Xl.50 

Xl.51 

Xl.52 

Xl.53 

Xl.54 
Xl.55 
Xl.56 
Xl.57 

b 0 - V <patternconstantl> is <patternconstantl> 22, 

<patternconstantl> V ~ 0 is <patternconstantl> 22, 

~ 1 V <patternconstantl> 0 is <patternconstantl> 1 22, _ 

b 1 V <patternconstantl> 1 is <patternconstantl> 1 co - . 

<patternconstantl> O Vbl is <patternconstantl> 1 co 

<patternconstantl> 1 Vbl is <patternconstantl> 1 22, 

Xl.58 

Xl.59 

b 1 Vb 1 
olVoO 
bOVbl 
bOVbO 

is 
Is 
is -is 

b 1 co 
ol -co 
'6' 1 co 
'6' o co 

pattern <saexpl> is pattern ~ L <saexpl> L co 

pattern - <ui> is o co 

Xl. 60 pattern <uil> ~ ~ L pattern <uil > · 2 ) 1 co 

Xl. 61 <uil> : 2 x 2 = <uil> --> 
pattern-<uil> is ~ L pattern <uil> :. 2 ) 0 co 

Xl. 62 <uil> = 1 --> pattern <uil> is b 1 co 
Xl. 63 <uil> = 0 --> pattern <uil> ~ b O co 

Xl. 64 <patternprimaryl> shift <saexpl> is 
~ L <patternprimaryl> L ~ ~ "1_ <saexpl> L £2. 

Xl.65 b <zo> shift - <ui> is o co - - -
Xl. 66 <patternconstantl><zo> shift - <uil> is 

<patternconstantl> shift - <uil > + 1 co 

Xl. 67 <patternconstantl> shift <uil> is 
<patternconstantl> 0 shift <uil>- 1 co 

Xl. 68 <inl> = 0 --> <patternconstantl> shift <inl> is 
<pattternconstantl> co 



Xl. 71 <patternprimaryl> extract <primary!> is 
Y!, L <patternprimaryI> L extract ~ L <primary!> L co 

Xl. 72 <patternprimary> extract - <ui> is 2, co 

Xl. 73 <patternconstantl> 0 extract <uil> is 
2 x ( <patternconstantl> extract ( <uil> - 1 ) ) co 

Xl. 7 4 <patternconstantl> 1 extract <uil> is 
2 x ( <patternconstantl> extract ( <uil> - 1 )) + 1 co 

Xl. 75 <uil> = 1 --> 
<patternconstantl><zol> extract <uil> is <zol> co 

Xl. 76 2, <zo> extract <in> ~ 2, £2_ 

Xl. 77 <uil> = 1 --> b <zol> extract <uil> is <zol> co 

Remarks: 

1. We introduced some changes in the syntax. 
2. We do not require that the number of bits in a pattern 

be constant during one execution of a program. 
3. In the definition of the shift operations we took some 

arbitrary decisions: -
3.1 a shift to the right is defined as a clear shift. 
3. 2 in a shift to the left zeroes are l:!,dded at the 

right hand side of the bit pattern. 
4. We assume that one does not want to define the 

operator pattern for negative argument. 



2. Case expressions • C. A. R. Hoare , A. B. 18.3. 7. 

X2.1 case <aexpl> of ( <aexplistl> ) is case va ( <aexpl> ) or ( <aexplistl> ) -co --- -
X2.2 case <in> of ( <aexp> ) is 0 co 

X2.3 case <inl> of ( <aexp> else <aexplistl> ) - <inl> - 1 or ( <aexplistl> ) £2_ case 

X2.4 <inl> = 1 --> 
case <inl> of ( <aexpl>) is <aexpl> £2. 

X2.5 <inl> = 1 --> 
case <inl> of (<aexpl> ~ <aexplist>) ~ 
<aexpl> £2. 

Remarks. 

1. For the syntax we refer to A. B. 18. 3. 7. 
2. Lists of boolean expressions and of statements can be treated 

similarly. 

is 



3. Non rectangular arrays. P.Naur , A.B. 18.3.9.7. 

X3. 1 [<idlist> ]<aexp> !!!_ <subscriptpart> £2. 

X3.2 
X3.3 

X3.4 

X3.5 

X3.6 

X3.7 

X3. 8 

X3.9 

X3.10 

X3.ll 

X3.12 

X3.13 

X3.14 

X3.15 

X3.16 

<subscriptpart><subscriptpartlist> 
<subscriptpart> 

in <subscriptpartlist> co 
in <subscriptpartlist> §:' 

<!?.£sl><dbc92:. --> <idl>[<subexplistl>] is 
<idl><bcsl>[ va ( <sooexplistl>) ] co _..,. ......__ ................ 

<id>bc [<subexplist>] is o co ........... _,. ...,._......,. 

<idl><bcsl><bc>[<subexplistl>] is 
<idl><§l> - [<subexplistl>] §. 

<idl><bcsl> op1 ( <id2> / <bcs2><dbcs> ) --> 
<idl><§l> [<su explistl>] ~ <id2><!5§.s2>'t<subexplistl>] £2_ 

<type>arrav <idl><bcsl>[<bpair> ]<subscriptpartlist> --> 
<idl><bcsl>L<subexplistl>] is 
<idl><§:sl>[<subexplistl> ]<subscriptpartlistl> £2_ 

<type> array <idl><bcsl>[<bpair> ]<subscriptpartlist> --> 
<idl><!?.£sl>[<subexp> r~ £ £2, - -

<idl><bcsl>[<subexplistl> ]<subscriptpart><subscriptpartlistl> is 
<idl><bcsl>[<subexplistl>] <subscriptpartlistl> co - -
<id:><b...£.S>[<subexplist> ]<subscriptpart> is o co 

<subexplistl> bp20 <idlistl> --> 
<idl><bcsl>[<su explistl> ][<idlistl> ]<aexpl><subscriptpartlistl> is 
L <idlistl> op21 <subexplistl> £2. <idl><bcsl>[,Y! L <aexpl> !_ f £2. 

<subexp> , <subexplistl> op20 <id> , <idlistl> is 
<subexplistl> op20 <idlistl> co 

<subexp> op20 <id> £2_ 

<idl> op21 <aexpl> ~ <idl> := <aexpl> £2. 

<idl>,<idlistl> op21 <aexpl>,<aexplistl> ~ 
( <idl> op21 <aexpl> co <idlistl> op21 <aexplistl> ) co 
~ - - -



Remarks. 
1. These truths should be extended with a suitable selection 

from the truths defining Algol 60. 
2. It is easy to ext_end this definition by combination with the 

treatment of Algol 60 arrays to declarations of non 
rectangular arrays and to assignment to a subscripted 
variable. 

3. Probably this also holds for extension to own 
non rectangular arrays. --

4. We would prefer not to forbid the occurrence of type lists 
with the same number of simple variables in one array segment. 
As in many similar cases in Algol 60 this only complicates the 
description whereas it is perfectly well-defined what happens if 
the programmer introduces two or more type lists in 
one array segment : the mechanism of the processor 
selects the first one. 

5. For X3. 15 to be useful it is necessary to assume -
perhaps implicit- inte~er declarations for the entries 
in the identifier list o a subscript part. 


